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Abstract

The associated neutral Higgs production with heavy quarks in the framework of the min¬

imal supcrsymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) is an important process

at e+e~ colliders as well as at hadron colliders. It allows to measure the top Yukawa

coupling and, for the bottom quark final state, the tan/3 parameter of the MSSM. At the

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) the associated neutral MSSM Higgs production with bot¬

tom quarks is the dominant Higgs production process for largo tan/3 values. The leading
order (LO) cross sections are plagued by large uncertainties due to the scale dependence.
The next to leading order (NLO) corrections within Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
significantly stabilise the theoretical predictions. However, NLO supersymmetric QCD

(SUSY-QCD) corrections, which are the subject of this thesis, arc needed to reduce the

uncertainties further. In e+e~ collisions they turn out to range within 10—20% and arc

thus important for a future International Linear Collider (ILC). At the LHC and the

Tevatron these corrections can amount up to 50%. Therefore, including NLO SUSY-QCD
corrections can strongly enhance or reduce the predicted cross sections of associated Higgs

production with heavy quarks at hadron colliders.

The MSSM based on minimal supergravity models (mSUGRA) provides an excellent cold

dark matter (CDM) candidate with the lightest supersymmetric particle, the neutralino.

The allowed mSUGRA parameter space can be significantly reduced, if the experiment lim¬

its on the CDM relic density, obtained with the WMAP satelite, are taken into account.

The impact of the scalar trilincar coupling An on the CDM relic density is explored in this

thesis. With a vanishing Aq and fixed tan/3 values, the range of allowed mSUGRA models

in the mn —

mi/2 plane shrinks to narrow lines, the WMAP strips. By using fixed but

non-vanishing trilinear couplings within ± a few TeVs these lines are shifted significantly
in the mn —

m^2 plane.

l





Zusammenfassung

Die neutrale Higgs Produktion zusammen mit schweren Quarks in der minimalen super¬

symmetrischen Erweiterung des Standard Modells (MSSM) ist sowohl für e+e~ Beschleu¬

niger als auch für Hadron Beschleuniger ein wichtiger Prozcss. Er erlaubt, die Top Yukawa

Kopplung und für Bottom Quarks im Endzustand den Parameter tan/3 des MSSM zu

messen. Am Large Hadron Collider (LHC) ist die neutrale Higgs Produktion zusammen

mit Bottom Quarks der dominante Higgs Produktions Prozess für grosse tan/3 Werte.

Die Wirkungsquerschnitte in führender Ordnung (LO) weisen grosse Unsicherheiten auf¬

grund der Skalenabhängigkeit auf. Die nächst höheren (NLO) Korrekturen innerhalb

der Quantcn-Chromodynamik (QCD) stabilisieren die theoretische Vorhersage deutlich.

Trotzdem sind NLO supersymmetrischen QCD (SUSY-QCD) Korrekturen, welche das

Thema dieser Arbeit sind, notwendig, um die Unsicherheiten weiter zu reduzieren. In

e+e~ Kollisionen stellt sich heraus, dass sie von der Grössenordung 10 20% sind und da¬

her für einen zukünftigen Internationalen Linearbeschleuniger (ILC) von Bedeutung. Am

LHC und am Tevatron betragen diese Korrekturen bis zu 50%. Daher können die vorherge¬

sagten Wirkungsquerschnitte für die neutrale Higgs Produktion zusammen mit schweren

Quarks an Hadron Beschleunigern durch einbeziehen der NLO SUSY-QCD Korrekturen

stark erhöht oder rediiziert werden.

Das MSSM basierend auf minimalen Supergravitations Modellen (mSUGRA) bietet mit

dem leichtesten supersymmetrischen Teilchen, dem Neutralino, einen ausgezeichneten Kan¬

didaten für die kalte dunkle Materie (CDM). Der mSUGRA Parameterraum kann durch

die Grenzen an die CDM Dichte, welche aus den Daten des WMAP Satelliten abgleitet
werden können, deutlich reduziert werden. Der Einfluss der skalarcn trihncaren Kopplung

j4o auf die CDM Dichte wird in dieser Arbeit untersucht. Für einen verschwindenden

Aq und einen festen tan/3 Wert schrumpft das erlaubt Gebiet in der tuq — m^ii Ebene

zu schmalen Linien, den WMAP Streifen. Unter der Verwendung fester, aber nicht ver¬

schwindenden trilinearen Kopplungen innerhalb ± einiger TeV's werden diese Linien in

der mo —

nii/2 Ebene signifikant verschoben.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The predictions based on the Standard Model (SM) of elementary particle physics [1, 2]
have been widely tested and are in excellent agreement with the data. Its only not yet

experimentally established part is the Higgs sector which has been introduced to hide the

electroweak symmetry. Thereby, the masses of the gauge bosons and fermions are gener¬

ated. Although the Higgs mass is not predicted by the theory, an upper and a lower bound

can be derived. Furthermore, the LEP2 (e+e~ collider at yfs — 209 GeV) data analyses

lead to a lower limit of 114.4 GeV at 95% CL.

Despite its impressive success, the SM cannot describe physics up to the Planck scale.

Supersymmetry (SUSY) [3] or theories including large extra dimensions [4] arc possible

candidates for theories beyond the SM. The minimal supersymmetric extention of the SM,

the MSSM [5], contains the minimal possible particle content including three neutral and

two charged Higgs bosons. The SM particles and their superpartners have exactly the

same quantum numbers, except for the spin which differs by 1/2. Since, for example, no

superpartner of the electron with a mass of 511 keV has been found, SUSY has to be

broken. The mechanism behind this breaking is not yet untorstood. It is usually assumed

that the SUSY breaking occurs at a high energy scale. Different breaking models contain

different messenger particles, which mediate the breaking effects down to the electroweak

scale.

The SM Higgs boson as well as the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons are mainly produced

by gluon fusion in hadronic collisions. Additionally, the vector-boson fusion can play an

important role in the SM, due to the two additional quarks in the final state. They offer

the opportunity to reduce the background significantly. In the MSSM this is an important

channel for the light scalar Higgs boson at its upper mass bound as well as for the heavy

scalar Higgs boson at its lower mass bound.

Vector-boson fusion and the Higgs-strahlung process dominate the SM and the scalar

MSSM Higgs bosons production in e+e~ collisions. Pair production may play a significant

role for the scalar MSSM Higgs bosons, while this is the only relevant production channel

for the pscudoscalar Higgs boson, in leading order.
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The branching ratios of the SM Higgs boson are completely determined, once the Higgs

mass is fixed. The decay channels in the MSSM exhibit a more complicated structure,

since they also depend on other parameters than the Higgs masses. The Higgs bosons

in both theories can be discovered in their whole mass ranges at the LHC (pp collider at

y/s = 14 TeV). At the Tevatron (pp collider at y/s — 2 TeV), the chance to exclude or dis¬

cover Higgs bosons is small, since the required integrated luminosity exceeds the expected

one. If the LHC finds one or more Higgs bosons, their properties can be explored very

precisely at a future ILC (planned e+e~ collider at y/s < 1 TeV).

The associated Higgs production with top quarks can play a crucial role in exploring

the light scalar MSSM Higgs boson at the LHC. It provides a good channel to study the

top Yukawa coupling. The bottom quark final state can be very important, particularly
for large tan/3, due to the enhanced Yukawa couplings to down-typo fermions. The leading
order (LO) predictions for the cross sections of associated neutral MSSM Higgs production

with heavy quarks are plagued by large uncertainties originating from the strong depen¬
dence on rcnorinalisation and factorisation scales. Including the next to leading (NLO)
corrections within Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) significantly stabilises the theoreti¬

cal predictions. However, NLO SUSY-QCD corrections are needed to further reduce these

uncertainties. Moreover, they can be large.

At the ILC, the cross section of associated Higgs production with top quarks ranges about

two orders of magnitude below the dominant Higgs production process. Nevertheless, it

can be measured with an accuracy of some 5%. Thus, this process is one of the most

promising channels to measure the top Yukawa coupling with high precision, for the Higgs

masses below the top threshold. For large tan/3 values, the bottom quark final state offers

a possibility to measure tan/3. Since the observables at e+e~ collisions can be measured

with high accuracy, it is mandatory to include higher order corrections.

R-parity conserving SUSY models provide an excellent cold dark matter candidate (CDM),
since the lightest SUSY particle, the LSP, is stable. Different SUSY breaking models con¬

tain different LSPs, e.g., the lightest neutralino in mSUGRA models. Via the influence

of the LSP annihilation cross section on the CDM relic density, the experimental limits

on this density, obtained from the WMAP satelite, can constrain the mSUGRA param¬

eter space. The SUSY breaking trilincar scalar coupling Aq has a strong impact on the

annihilation cross section and thereby on the presently allowed mSUGRA parameter space.

This thesis is organised as follows: after a short introduction to the Standard Model,

Supcrsymmetry is described in the main part of Chapter 1. The phenomenology of Higgs
boson production and decays at different colliders is discussed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3

techniques used to perform the calculations are introduced. The NLO SUSY-QCD correc¬

tions to associated Higgs production at the ILC are described in detail in Chapter 4, while

the corrections at hadron colliders are treated in Chapter 5. The effects of varying the soft

breaking trilinear scalar coupling constant Aq on the allowed mSUGRA parameter space

are discussed in Chapter 6. The conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7. Some details are

explained in the Appendix.
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1.1 The Standard Model

The Standard Model ([1, 2] and e.g. [6] for a review) consists of three components:

1. Matter: The basic constituents of matter are the fcrmionic leptons and quarks (Ta¬
ble 1.1). Both appear in three generations of identical structure1:

• Leptons: electrons (e~), muons (//") and taus (r~) with electric charge Q ~
— 1

and the electrically neutral associated neutrinos (uei vß and vT).

• Quarks: up (u), charm (c) and top (t) quarks with electric charges Q — 2/3, down

(d), strange (s) and bottom (b) quarks with Q — —1/3.

particles quantum numbers

field l.gcn 2.gen 3.gen SU(Z)C SU(2)L h Q Y

h

CI
tl
CI

C-l
Cl

1

3

2

2

1/2

-1/2

1/2

-1/2

0

-1

2/3

-1/3

-1

1/3

Jr

eR

UR

(Ir

CR

SR

tR

bR

1

3

3

1

1

1

0

0

0

-1

2/3

-1/3

-2

4/3

-2/3

Table 1.1: Fermionic particle content of the SM.

Each generation consists of a lefthanded SU(2)l doublet /l with weak isospin I = 1/2
and a righthanded SU(2)l singlet /^ with / — 0. Every quark appears in three different

colour states, it belongs to a SU(3)C triplet, while the leptons are colourless SU(S)C singlets.
The hypercharge Y is related to the electric charge Q and the third component of the weak

isospin ^3 by the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation Q = h + Y/2. These fermions and their

antiparticles2 have all been experimentally identified [7],

2. Forces: Four different forces act between leptons and quarks (Figure 1.1). The elec¬

tromagnetic and the weak interactions can be unified as the electroweak interactions [1].

1
Neutrino-experiments using atmospheric, solar as well as v from reactors have demonstrated that also

neutrinos are massive, thus they should have a righthanded component as well. However, in the SM they
are defined to be masslest,.

2For each particle exists an associated antiparticle with identical quantum numbers, but opposite charge.
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The physical mass eigenstates W±, Z and 7 are a mixture of the gauge field B'1 corre-

1,2,3
sponding to the hypercharge interaction and the three vector fields Wß '', related to the

weak isospin interaction. The mixing is fixed by the Weinberg angle 9w-

V2

AA
_

( cos&w sin6>iy\ ( Bß

Zß)~\-smdw caz6w)\Wl
h = 0.

In the SM, the electroweak interactions are combined with the strong interactions, the

QCD [2]. Both forces are associated with spin-1 fields, the gauge bosons, while grav¬

ity is, according to general relativity, mediated by a spin-2 field, the graviton. The latter

cannot yet be interpreted as a proper quantum phenomenon and is not included in the SM.

electromagnetic: \ / strong

olfo~ö~ö"u~

9

weak: . , gravitational

Figure 1.1: Forces acting between the fermionic particles of the SM.

The theories of electroweak and strong interactions can be formulated as quantum gauge

field theories [8]: the fields are attributed to representations of the symmetry group,

while the interactions of the gauge fields with fermionic matter and their self-interactions

are determined by the gauge symmetry. The SM is based on the gauge group prod¬

uct SU(3)C x SU(2)L x U(1)y- The SU('S)C is the symmetry group of the non-abelian

strong interactions, while SU(2)i x U(l)y represents the electroweak interactions. The

Lagrangian describing the SM is invariant under any local gauge transformation corre¬

sponding to this product of groups.

Pure gauge field theories include only massless gauge bosons. The introduction of explicit

mass terms in the Lagrangian destroys the gauge invariance and thereby the renormal-

isability of the theory. However, experimental evidences require the electroweak gauge

bosons W"t and Z to be massive [9], thus the gauge group 51/(2)/, x U(l)y is not visible

in the physical states. How the electroweak symmetry is hidden is one of the fundamental

questions of particle physics. The most attractive way suggested so far is to introduce a
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Higgs sector [10], which hides the gauge symmetry, but leaves the theory renormalisablc3.

The gluons and photons are massless, so that the 5C/(3)C x ?7(l)e]m symmetries remain

visible in the physical states and interactions.

3. Higgs mechanism: If the fundamental particles are requested to be weakly inter¬

acting up to high energies, the electroweak symmetry has to be spontaneously broken

by the implementation of one or more fundamental scalar Higgs bosons (for a review of

electroweak symmetry breaking and Higgs physics see e.g. [12]). An alternative to spon¬

taneous symmetry breaking4 would be dynamical breaking by a new strong force at the

interaction scale A ^ 1 TeV [13] leading to non-perturbative physics in analogy to chiral

symmetry breaking in QCD.

In the SM, a complex SU(2)L Higgs doublet

1 f <j>x + i<j}2 \

y/2 \ <h + i<f>i J

with the four real fields </>i„,„4 is introduced. The Higgs Lagrangian

CH - (cV)t(c*V) - mW - A/2(0V)2 = (ô^)t(ô'V) - V(<f>) (1.1)

is invariant under global SU(2)l x U(l)y phase transformations5

with a — 1,2,3. The partial derivatives are defined by dß = (JL V) and c^ = (a'-"57)'
respectively. A is the quartic Higgs coupling constant and for fjr > 0 the Lagrangian Ch

in equation (1.1) describes a scalar field with mass ß. To implement local 51/(2)/, x U(V)y
invariance \aa, ß — aa(x), ß(x)\ the covariant derivatives

Dß = dß + ig°£Waß + ig'^Bß
have to be introduced to replace the partial derivatives.

The Higgs potential V(<f>) in equation (1.1) possesses, if A > 0 and ß2 < 0, an infinite

number of non-trivial minima \<f>\2 = v2/2 — — ß2/X. The fluctuation H(x) around any of

these ground states defines the physical Higgs field. Thus, the Higgs doublet (f> is pararne-

teriscd by the four real fields6 #i,#2,#3 and H:

YK '
y/2\v + H(x) J

3The renormalisability of the SM has been proven by 't Hooft and Veltman [f 1].
4For global symmetries spontaneous symmetry breaking means that the symmetry is broken: (0) =£ 0

and a goldstone boson appears in the spectrum, whereas for local symmetry it means that the symmetry

is hidden: {</>) = 0, but (\4>\2) # 0 and a would-be goldstone boson appears.

hcta, ß are gauge parameters of the groups SU(2)l and U(l)y, respectively. The Pauli matrices aa/2
arc the generators of SU(2)l and the hypercharge Y is the generator of U(1)y-

6With an expansion for small field strength and the explicit form of the Pauli matrices the correlation

between the four component <f>i,. ,4 of the Higgs doublet and the four fields #1,2,3 and H are given by:

</>l OC -02, <j>2 OC ~01,<f>3 OC //, <pA OC Ö3.
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The coefficient e~laa9a^x^v can be absorbed by a gauge transformation. By fixing the

gauge, one special minimum is selected, the SU(2)l symmetry is hidden and the preser¬

vation of gauge symmetry renders the theory rcnormalisable. The SU(2)jJ gauge bosons

acquire their masses by absorption of the three fields 6a, the massless would-be goldstone

bosons. The scalar degrees of freedom appear as the longitudinal polarisation of the mas¬

sive gauge bosons. The masses of the fermions are generated by Yukawa interactions with

the Higgs field. The photon is the only massless gauge boson of the electroweak sector:

the gauge group £/(l)eim is the only visible symmetry of the electroweak interaction7.

1.1.1 SM Lagrangian

The Lagrangian of the SM including the Higgs sector can bo written as:

£sm = - \ W^W^ -

I
BiW B'w -

1
GßV G*»

+ Y,[KiV>)f-9fh{4> + 4>c)fR + h.c.

f

+ I^|2-^(l0l2-y)2- (1.2)

with the charge conjugated Higgs doublet <f>c = ia2cp*. The covariant derivatives including

all three gauge interactions arc defined by8:

D, = dß + î^WJ + ig'Y-Bß + fr^Gj,
The first row of equation (1.2) contains the kinetic energies and self-interactions of the

gauge bosons9 Wß, Bß and G^. The second line covers the fermionic sector with the

kinetic energies of the fermions, their interactions with the gauge bosons and the Yukawa

couplings of the fermions to the Higgs boson with gj — \/2mf/v. Note that the left and

right-handed fermions carry different isospin and hypercharge quantum numbers and thus

interact differently with the gauge bosons. The masses of the gauge and Higgs bosons

as well as the Higgs self-couplings are determined by the terms in the third line with

A = m2H/v2.

1.1.2 SM Higgs Mass

The only unknown parameter in the Higgs sector of the SM is the mass of the Higgs boson

ran- Although this is not predicted by the theory, an upper and a lower bound can be

found (Figure 1.2) [14, 15].

Quantum fluctuations affect the self-interaction of the Higgs boson, leading, for the cou¬

pling constant A, to a dependence on the energy scale ß at which A is measured. The

7This is what is meant by the statement that SU(2)l x U(1)y is broken down to U(l)e\m.
8The G^ refers to the gluon fields and the Gell-Mann matrices At are the generators of SU(3)C.
9The field strength tensors are given by Vßv = dvVIL — dyVv — ig [Vß, Vw] with the vector potentials Vlt

and the gauge couplings gv.
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Figure 1.2: Bounds of the SM Higgs boson mass as functions of the cutoff' scale A.

Above the cutoff the Higgs boson starts to interacting strongly. The lower bound

comes from the condition of vacuum stability [14]- The width of the bands shows the

uncertainties entering by the strong coupling constant and the top quark mass.

variation of this effective quartic Higgs coupling X(ß) is described by the approximate

renormalisation group equation (RGE):

dX(ß)

d\og(ß2/v2)

with X(v)

\2(ß) + X(ß)g2(ß)-gt(ß)
3

8n2 V

jtïjj/v2 and 9t(v) — \[2mtjv ,

where mt is the mass of the top quark, which is known with an uncertainty of ± 2 GeV [16].
For large Higgs masses the quartic coupling rises with increasing scale ß, as the ß function

of the RGE is positive: d\/dlog(ß2/v2) oc +A2 and becomes divergent at a certain scale

ß = A. This is the cutoff up to which the theory is consistent. The condition X(E) < oo for

any energy E < A leads to the upper bound on nijj. For small Higgs masses A decreases

with increasing scale ß, due to a negative ß function dX/d\og(ß2/v2) oc —gf and becomes

negative at a certain scale ß = A, so that the electroweak ground state is no longer stable.

Thus, to prevent vacuum instability, the Higgs mass has to be larger than a minimal

value. A minimal cutoff A — 1 TcV and a cutoff at the GUT scale, respectively, leads to

the following allowed mass ranges for the SM Higgs boson [14]:

= 1 TeV :

= 1013 TeV

55 GeV <
mH

< 700 GeV,

130 GeV < mH < 190 GeV.
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The direct search for the Higgs boson at the LEP2 collider10 in the Higgs-strahlung process

e+e~ —> HZ and the vector-boson fusion processes11 e+e~ — Hvv and He+e~, respec¬

tively, resulted in a lower limit of 114.4 GeV at 95% CL [17].

The precision electroweak data, from LEP, SLC12 and Tevatron strongly support the

SM with a weakly coupling Higgs boson as inferred in Figure 1.3a. The "blue-band plot"
in Figure 1.3b shows the A%2 curve derived from the high energy precision electroweak

measurements, as a function of the Higgs mass, assuming the SM to be the correct theory.
This global fit predicts a SM Higgs mass of mH = 89±jl GeV, at 68% CL without tak¬

ing the theoretical uncertainties into account [18]. Including experimental and theoretical

uncertainties, shown as the blue band, leads to a Higgs mass below 166 GeV at 95% CL.

This limit increases to about 200 GeV by including the direct limit of 114.4 GeV. The x2
probability is around 18% and it is only little affected by the low energy results such as

the NuTeV measurement.

Measurement Fit

\, {

m?|GeVl

'.inj -

"

i. > Ji

91 187510 0021

'
J

J !

91 1874

r, [GeVJ 2 4952 ± 0 0023 2 4959

"L lnb| 41 540 + 0 037 41 478

R, 20 767 i 0 025 20 743

A0 0 01714 + 0 00095 0 01643

A,(PT) 01465 + 0 0032 0 1480

Rb 0 21629 ±0 00066 0 21581

Rc 01721 ±0 0030 0 1722

A0b
"lb 0.0992 ±0 0016 01037

A°°

**fb 0 0707 ± 0 0035 0 0742

Ab 0 923 ± 0 020 0 935

\ 0 670 ± 0 027 0 668

A,(SLD) 0 1513 ±0 0021 0 1480

sm^t(Q,b) 0 2324 i 0 0012 0 2314

mjGeVi 80 404 i 0 030 80 376

l,jGeV] 2 115 f 0 058 2 092

m| GeV] 1725 + 23 172 9

F -o"w

I

C\J

<

mH [GeV]
Figure 1.3: (a) Used data (summer 2006) in the electroweak fit and their agreement with

the SM prediction, (b) Ax2 as a function of the Higgs mass for the electroweak precision
data, assuming the SM to be the correct theory [18]. The blue band shows the theoretical

uncertainties and the yellow shaded area is excluded by direct searches at LEP2.

The Tevatron continues the Higgs search up to a mass of ~ 180 GeV [19] and the LHC

can discover a SM Higgs boson up to its theoretical upper limit.

10From 1989 to 2000 the Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider at CERN provided e+e" collisions at

center of mass energies from 90 GeV (LEP1) up to a maximum of 209 GeV (LEP2).
nThe vector-boson fusion gives small contributions only at the highest LEP2 energies.
12The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) was a two mile linear e+e~ accelerator running at 90 GeV. The

Tevatron and the LHC are discussed in Chapter 2.
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1.2 Supersymmetry

Supersymmetry [3] connects fermionic \F) and bosonic states \B):

Q\B) = \F) and Q\F) = \B).

The supersymmetric operator Q must carry spin — 1/2. The possible forms for such

symmetries in interacting quantum field theories (QFTs) are highly restricted by the Haag-

Lopuszanski-Sohnius extension [20] of the Coleman-Mandula theorem13 [21]: SUSY is a

nontrivial extension of the Poincaré group. For theories containing chiral fermions this

theorem implies that the generator Q and its hermitian conjugate Q^ must satisfy the

graded Lie algebra14 [22]:

{Q,Qt} = p^

{Q,Q} = {Qt,Qt} = 0,

[P»,Q] = [^,Qf] = 0. (1.3)

Pß is the spacetime translation operator and transforms under Lorentz transformation

as a spin-1 object. The irreducible representations of the SUSY algebra (1.3) are called

supermultiplets. The properties [—P2,Q] — [—P2,Q^} — 0 imply that members of one

supermultiplet must have the same eigenvalues of —P2 and, therefore, the same masses15.

The SUSY operators also commute with the generators of all gauge transformations, hence

the particles and their superpartners have the same gauge quantum numbers: electric

charge, weak isospin, hypercharge and colour. Each supermultiplet contains an equal
number of fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom.

1.2.1 SUSY Assessment

Supersymmetric extensions have to include the SM as a low energy limit. They constitute

a class of theories with attractive aspects:

• SUSY is the only fundamental new continuous symmetry in addition to the gauge

and Poincaré symmetries. The S-Matrix contains the maximal number of different

kinds of symmetries [20].

• Provided that fermionic and bosonic interactions, which are related by SUSY have

the same coupling strength, the quadratic divergences cancel by Supersymmetry and

thus the hierarchy problem is solved, if Msusy 5 C(TeV) [5],

• The minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM, the MSSM, predicts, for a suffi¬

ciently heavy supersymmetric spectrum, the electroweak observables as well as the

SM. The heavier the supersymmetric spectrum the smaller the differences to the

SM [23].

"No-go theorem: the only conserved bosonic quantities except for generators of the Poincaré group m

four dimensional QFTs must be Lorentz sealars. In other words, an interplay between spacetime symmetries
and internal symmetries is forbidden for bosonic symmetry operators.

14This is the only graded Lie algebra of the S-matrix consistent with relativistic QFT.
15SUSY has to be broken, because e.g. no scalar partner of the electron with the same mass and quantum

numbers has been found.
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•

•

• SUSY theories can be embedded in grand unified theories (GUT) [24] in a natural

way: the coupling constants which are evolved up to high energies meet at the GUT

scale at one point. The MSSM included in a GUT results in a theoretical prediction
of the electroweak mixing angle sin2#jy — 0.2336 ±0.0017 in striking agreement with

the experimental value sin26Çp - 0.2317 ± 0.0003 [25].

• In SUSY GUTs the electroweak symmetry breaking can be of dynamical origin if

the mass of the top quark ranges between 100 GeV < mt < 200 GeV [26], which

has been experimentally confirmed [16], Radiative corrections lead, for a positive

squared Higgs mass at the GUT scale, to a negative squared Higgs mass at the

electroweak scale, by means of RGE evolution, and thus to a non-vanishing vacuum

expectation value for the Higgs field.

• Local SUSY automatically includes gravity [27].

If the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is stable, it provides a potential candidate for

cold dark matter [28].

Supersymmetric theories contain additional CP-violating sources [29] and has, there¬

fore, the potential to explain the asymmetry between matter and antimatter in the

universe [30].

SUSY cannot solve all of the open SM questions:

• Why are there three generations of quarks and leptons? What is the origin of their

masses and mixing angles?

• The fine-tuning problem of the cosmological constant [31] is not solved.

And it even creates new problems:

• E.g. no scalar electron with a mass of 511 keV has been found, so that SUSY has to

be broken. The mechanism of this breaking is not yet understood. Different breaking
mechanisms are discussed in Chapter 1.2.2. Without the introduction of any breaking
mechanism all the soft SUSY breaking terms must be introduced by hand leading
to a huge number of more than 100 new parameters, which are independent of each

other.

• SUSY CP-problcm [32]: additional CP phases must be strongly suppressed so that

e.g the dipolc moment of the neutron does not become too large.

• In general the mass of the gravitino is of the order of the generic SUSY masses and

it lives longer than the lifetime of the universe. In many cosmological models this

leads to an over critical mass density and to a closed short living universe [34].

1.2.2 SUSY Breaking

If the minimum of the Higgs potential happens to be supersymmetric, the superpartners

would have the same mass as their ordinary partners. This is clearly ruled out by exper¬

iments. To break SUSY the vacuum can be shifted to a non-supersymmetric state and
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SUSY is spontaneously broken or it can be broken explicitly by introducing soft break¬

ing terms. The Girardello-Palumbo mass-sum-rule [35] states that in spontaneous broken

SUSY at least one boson mass must be lighter than the mass of the associated fermion.

Since this is in contradiction with the experiments SUSY has to be broken explicitely. The

mechanism behind this explicit breaking is not yet known. It is usually assumed that the

SUSY breaking occurs at a high energy scale, in a so called hidden sector. The effects arc

then communicated by messenger particles down to the visible sector at the electroweak

scale. The different breaking models contain different messenger particles:

• Gravitons: in minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) [36] this communication is mediated

by gravitational interactions. All scalar masses, gaugino masses and trilinear scalar

couplings are unified at the GUT scale (Mqut 1016 GeV) to mo, my/2 and Aq,

respectively. The physics in the visible sector is determined by five parameters: mo,

mi/2) ^4o) tan/? and sign(/x). This breaking mechanism, as well as these parameters

are discussed in more details in Chapter 1.4.

• Gauge bosons: in gauge-mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) [37] the breaking ef¬

fects are transmitted by the known SM gauge interactions. The direct coupling of

Nmesb messenger particles, with mass Mmesa and SU(3)r x SU(2)l x U(l)y quantum

numbers, to the hidden sector generates a SUSY breaking spectrum. The breaking
scale (F) ranges between 105 and 109 GeV. The SUSY breaking is transmitted to

the visible sector by the virtual exchange of messenger particles. The MSSM spec¬

trum is specified by only five parameters: Nmei,$, Mmcil>, (F), tan/3 and sign(^).
In these models the gravitino G is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) with a mass

mG
~ (^/100TeV)2-2.37eV.

• No messenger particles: in anomaly-mediated SUSY breaking (AMSB) [38] the SUSY

breaking happens on a separate brane in extra dimensions and is communicated to

the visible world via the super-Weyl anomaly. The masses of gauginos and squarks
are generated through one and two loop effects, respectively. The low energy models

are described by only four parameters: maux, m$, tan/3 and sign(^). The SUSY

particle mass scale is set by mauXl which is the vacuum expectation value of the

auxiliary field in the supergravity multiplet. The w?o is introduced to avoid negative

squared slepton masses, and the lightest wino, the superpartner of the W bosons, is

the LSP.

As a consequence of this "communication", effective soft breaking terms arise in the visible

sector, giving mass to sparticles and generating non-vanishing trilinear couplings among

scalar fields. A remarkable aspect of SUSY breaking in a hidden sector is the fact, that

the generated masses do not involve terms of the size of the high energy scale that is, the

breaking is soft. Thus, no new quadratic divergences are introduced.

1.3 The Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the SM

The minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM [5], the MSSM, contains the minimal

possible particle content including two complex Higgs doublets. This is a necessary condi¬

tion for an analytical superpotential, if SUSY is conserved, and for the theory to remain

free of anomalies:
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• The up-type quarks receive their masses from H®, while the down-type quarks obtain

them from H%.16

• The gauge anomalies cancel if Tr[I2Y] — 0 and TV[y3] — 0, where the traces run

over all left-handed fermionic degrees of freedom of the chiral supermultiplets. The

superpartner of one isospin Higgs doublet has hypercharge +1 or —1 leading to a

non-vanishing contribution to the above mentioned traces. Anomaly cancellation

requires the introduction of two Higgs doublets with opposite hypercharges, so that

the total contribution to the traces vanishes and the theory remains free of gauge

anomalies.

Supersymmetric theories can be constructed in the superfield formalism [39]. A superfield
contains the field quanta of the SM and their supersymmetric partners as the supermulti¬

plets contain the particles of the SM and their superpartners. There exists two classes of

superfields:

• The massless vector superfield includes a massless gauge field and a gaugino, a two

component fermion field1
.

• The chiral superfield contains a two component Weyl spinor and a complex scalar.

The SM gauge bosons and their superpartners, the gauginos, are arranged in the massless

vector superfield in Table 1.2. The higgsinos and the gauginos are not mass eigenstates.

After electroweak symmetry breaking the two charged winos and the two charged higgsinos
mix to four charginos Xy2 with electric charge +1 and —1, respectively. The neutral wino,

the bino and the two neutral higgsinos mix resulting in four neutralinos x? 4-

superfield SU(3)C SU(2)L Y boson (V) fermion (V) notation

Gb 8 1 0 Gb & gluon, gluino

Wu 1 3 0 Wa Wa W boson, wino

B 1 1 0 B B B boson, bino

Table 1.2: The vector superfields of the MSSM with their quantum numbers. The super-

partner of the gauge fields are called gauginos.

The chiral superfields in Table 1.3 contain the fermionic quarks and leptons and their

superpartners, the bosonic squarks and sleptons, as well as the Higgs bosons and their

superpartners, the higgsinos. Although the left-handed lepton supermultiplet L has exactly
the same SU(3)C x SU(2)tj x U(l)y quantum numbers as the "down-type" Higgs superfield

Hd they cannot be described by a single superfield. It would generate problems with gauge

anomalies (analogous to the argument why two Higgs doublets arc needed), lepton-number
conservation and the mass of at least one neutrino would be in conflict with experimental

bounds [40].

16In the SM the masses of the down- and up-type quarks arc generated by 4> and 4>c = i<72<t>*, respectively.
17
The neutral gauginos are Majorana particles.
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superfield SU(3)C SU(2)1 Y fermion (fLtR) boson (fL,R) notation

Q

uc

Dc

L

Êc

3 2

3 1

3 1

1 2

1 1

1

3

_4_
3

2

3

-1

2

(uL,dL)

4
4

(vl,cl)
J

(ûl,<1l)

u
R

4

P*
eR

quark, squark

lepton, slepton

fermion (HUfd) boson (Hu,d)

H

Hd

Hu

Hd
H»d

,

Hj

Higgs, higgsino

Table 1.3: The chiral superfields of the MSSM and their quantum numbers. A standard

convention is to define all the chiral supermultiplets in terms of left-handed Weyl spinors,
hence the charge conjugated right-handed fermions (uR,d'R,e*ri) appear in this Table.

1.3.1 MSSM Lagrangian

The Lagrangian of the MSSM contains the Lagrangian of the SM, £sm of equation (1.2)
without the Higgs sector, Cyy of equation (1.1), and additionally all allowed terms which

leave the Lagrangian invariant under supersymmetric transformations as well as renormal-

isable:

£mssm —

-wu„w^
-
T^r

fiu JßU± \ G^G""
+ Tr \wiflW~l + ~BißB + Tr GiflG

til </>

$,<t>y

dw
2

i „___ d2w
,

'

Ö Z. M") ^JiT; VjL + h.C.

+
9v

V2
\pL TaVa 4>-VaTa i,L </>*] - x J2 \9V tfTij <t>;

a,V

- E
4>

+ Aoft

d<t>
hJ

d<}>id<])j

(1.4)

The bosonic parts of the chiral multiplets are called <f> = Hu^, fin and the fermionic

ones tp = HUtd, fL,R- The gauginos are denoted as Va, and T" are the generators of the

different gauge groups18.

The kinetic energy and the self interactions of the gauge bosons are given in the first

ä£/(l)y : Ta = Y/2, SU(2)L : Ta = a«/2 and SU(3)C : Ta = Xa/2.
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line of equation (1.4). The fermionic kinetic energy terms for the gauginos and interac¬

tions with the SM gauge bosons can be read off from the second line. E.g. the coupling

strength of the supersymmetric ggg interaction is exactly the same as for ggg, which is

known from QCD. The winos only interact with weak gauge bosons, and the bino, a colour

and weak isospin singlet with Y = 0, does not interact with any SM gauge boson at all.

The higgsinos carry kinetic energy and interact with SM gauge bosons in exactly the same

way as the left-handed leptons as inferred in the first term of the third line. The sfermions

are bosons, as the Higgs doublets, so that the kinetic energy for both, the masses of the

gauge bosons and the interaction of gauge bosons with sfermions arise from the second

term in the third line in the Lagrangian. Corresponding to the interaction of two fermions

with one gauge boson, interactions of gauginos with fcrmion-sfermion pairs emerge in the

fourth line. The second term in this line is the D-term which generates four sfermion and

quartic Higgs boson interactions with the gauge couplings as coupling strengths.

The terms originating from the superpotential W contribute to the Higgs and the higgsino

mass terms. They generate the Higgs couplings to sfermions, four sfermion interactions

and Yukawa couplings for the SM fermions. There are R-parity conserving as well as

violating contributions to the superpotential:

W - WR + Wn, (1.5)

WR = -Eij [fiHlH3d + XlHdLjÉc + XdHdQjDc + A^Q^"

Wn - XLiLjEck + X%QjDt + \"Ü?Dpi

with en = £22 = 0 and £y2 = -e2i = -1. The R-parity, defined as R = (_i)3ß+2S+L;
with B — baryon number, S = spin and L — lepton number is a new discrete symmetry,

which distinguishes SM particles (R — 1) from their SUSY partners (R — -1) [41]. In

R-parity conserving models the sparticles can only be produced/annihilated in pairs, so

that the lightest SUSY particle, the LSP is stable. The dimensionless Yukawa couplings

Xij,u are 3x3 matrices. However, since the r leptons, the bottom and top quarks are the

heaviest fermions in the SM it is useful to approximate the Yukawa coupling matrices by

/0 0 0

\d,u «00 0

\0 0 AT,M,

This parameterisation also avoids generation mixing through the Yukawa couplings.

The R-parity violating terms do not conserve lepton number nor baryon number in gen¬

eral. From the experimental limits on the proton decay and the decay r~ —> e~vTve,

for example, it is known that at least some of the couplings A, A', A" must be very small.

However, there exist no deeper theoretical reason for them to vanish. Nevertheless, R-

parity is often assumed to be conserved, since it provides the LSP as a candidate for cold

dark matter. In addition R-parity prevents the proton to decay too rapid.

The soft breaking Lagrangian £soft only contains mass terms and interaction terms with

coefficients of positive mass dimensions19, in order to maintain the hierarchy between the

19R.enoimalisability requires the energy dimension of the operators in the Lagrangian to be always < A.
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electroweak and the GUT scale Qgut'-

/:soft = - \ Y. M^Vf -m2HJHu\2 ~m2HjHd{2 + Bß£ij(HtH>d + HdHt
2

u=l,2,3

-.2 7* T m2 --* ~ m2 -j*
m~ ZL Z7j

-

mjèJï eÄ
-

rn|g£ qL - ms «^ ïïA - msd*R dR

+
9£ij

V2;raw ^A^?i?s+^A^aft+^Ajr.aBÄ (1.6)

M]^^ are the bino, wino and gluino mass terms and the mnud the Higgs masses. The

last term in the first line in equation (1.6) contributes to the Higgs mass matrix, too.

The sfermions acquire their large masses from the second row, where the m's arc 3x3

matrices in the family space. The entries can be complex, but the matrices must be

hermitian so that the Lagrangian is real. These mass matrices are sources of potentially

dangerous flavour-changing (FC) and CP-violating effects. To avoid these experimentally

strongly limited phenomena one can assume that SUSY breaking is universal in the sense

that m oc m 1 and that no new complex phases are introduced. In addition to the

mass terms soft SUSY breaking generates new trilinear scalar couplings. Since they are

proportional to the ordinary fermion masses m^d,u they are only relevant for the third

generation A^,u —* Ar^t. These terms introduce additional contributions to the Higgs-

sfcrmion-sfermion coupling.

1.3.2 MSSM Sfermion Sector

For every fermion /, with two fermionic degrees of freedom L and R, two scalar bosons

fi,R, each with one bosonic degree of freedom, are introduced. The index L and R for

these bosons are related to the chirality of the fermions. The physical mass cigenstates

/i,2 are connected to the current cigenstates f[J<R by the mixing angles Of.

f2) \-sm0f C0SÖ// \ÎR

The masses and the mixing angles are given by;

O o 1
mi = mi + -

/i,2 J 2

2

mj -mi J rnj - m%
h h h h

with Tf — cot/? for up-type and rj — tan/3 for down-type sfermions. The parameters Ay-
originate from the soft SUSY breaking and ß is the Higgsino mass parameter. Since the

mixing angles are proportional to the masses of the ordinary fermions, mixing effects are

only important for the third-generation sfermions.
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1.3.3 MSSM Higgs Sector

Contrary to the SM the MSSM contains two complex Higgs doublets Hu and Hd- The

masses and the self-couplings of the Higgs fields are given by the Higgs potential:

V= + (m2Hu+ß2)\Hu\2+{m2Hd + ß2)\Hd\2 + Bß{HiHd-HlH0d + h.c)

92 + 9'2 2\2(\HU\2 - \Hd\2Y + H},Ha

The m2H and the Bß terms in the first line are SUSY breaking terms from the soft

breaking Lagrangian in equation (1.6). The quartic Higgs couplings are fixed by the gauge

couplings g of SU(2)l and g' of U(\)y thus resulting in an upper mass limit for the lightest

Higgs boson. This is in strong contrast to the SM, where the quartic Higgs coupling A is

not fixed at all. The electroweak symmetry is hidden if the neutral components of both

Higgs doublets acquire vacuum expectation values (VEVs) vu and vd, respectively20. Due

to spontaneous symmetry breaking, five of the original eight degrees of freedom of the two

complex SU(2)i Higgs doublets remain as physical particles in the spectrum:

- two CP-even, neutral (scalar) Higgs bosons h and H,

- one CP-odd, neutral (pseudoscalar) Higgs boson A,

- two charged Higgs bosons 11^.

The three would-be Goldstone bosons arc absorbed by the gauge bosons as in the SM.

The two scalar Higgs bosons emerge from mixing of the two neutral CP-even components

of the Higgs doublets by the mixing angle a:

(1.7)

Due to electroweak symmetry breaking, the Higgs sector of the MSSM can, in leading order,

be described by just two free parameters. In general, the ratio of the VEVs vu/va = tan/3

and the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson ma are chosen. The other six parameters

of the Higgs sector are completely defined by these two variables:

H J (
-sina cosa \ / v/2!Ke(Ä2)-'üu
cosa sina J \ y/2dKz(Hd) - va

Bß

tan 2a

v sin/3 and

mA sin/3 cos/3,

m\
+ {m\ + m2z)

tan 2/3
mA + mz

m. m%

Vd — v cos/3,

cos2/3"
sin2/?

with - 7t/2 < a < 0.

The 2x2 mixing matrix in equation (1.7) determines the masses of the scalar Higgs bosons

as functions of these two free parameters. At tree level, the light scalar is lighter than the

Z boson and should have been observed at LEP2. Considering radiative corrections, whose
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ml = ^{mA + mz + t-

leading universal part21 grows with the fourth power of the top mass and the logarithm

of the stop masses

~

^sin^pl m\ J
+

MiwV 12MIus

with Xt = At — ß cot/3, the mass of the light scalar is given by

(m\ + m% + e)2

-Am2Am2z cos2 (2/3) - 4e (mA sin2/? + ra| cos2/3) \.

The correction e is positive, as long as m^m^ > m2 and thus the mass of the light scalar

increases with growing top mass and lies beyond the reach of LEP2. Nevertheless, for

given values of tan/3, mi 2,Xt and Msusy an upper bound for mh, strongly depending on

the top quark mass, can be found:

tan/3 large and MSUSy < 2 TeV => mh
< 140 GeV,

where Msusy means a generic mass of SUSY particles.

These radiative corrections affect also the mass of the heavy scalar but not the masses of

the charged Higgs bosons:

mH = mA + m2z- ml + e,

m2H± = mA + mly.

For small (large) pseudoscalar masses the mass of the heavy (light) scalar Higgs boson is

independent of ma as indicated in Figure 1.4.

Lower limits for the MSSM Higgs boson masses result from the negative direct searches for

the processes e+e" -> hZ, HZ, hA, HA, hveüa, Hueüe, H+H~ at LEP2 (95% CL) [44]:

mh/H ä 91-0 GeV, mA > 91.9 GeV and mH±
> 78.6 GeV.

In Figure 1.5 the theoretical upper bound of 130-140 GeV for the light scalar Higgs boson

mass is shown. LEP excluded the tan/? region between 0.5 and 1.5 as well as a pseudoscalar

mass below 92 GeV for a top mass of 174.3 GeV. For a larger top mass the bounds are

weakened. The lower bounds of about 92 GeV for tan/3 > 10 and about 114 GeV for small

tan/? can be read off from Figure 1.5, too.

Since the allowed mass range of the light scalar Higgs boson will be covered by the LHC

without any problems, a negative result in SUSY Higgs searches would be a strong indi¬

cation for the theory to be incomplete or even wrong.

1.3.4 MSSM Couplings

The Yukawa couplings of the neutral Higgs bosons in the MSSM (Table 1.4) are in general
defined relative to the Yukawa couplings in the SM22: gs,M — \f2vn^jv and gyM = 2m'y/v.

21The mixing parameters At, from soft SUSY breaking (Chapter 1.3.1) is neglected in this approximation.
22The pseudoscalar Higgs coupling to fermions receives an additional —Ï75 factor.
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J I 1 1 ' * '
,

1 1 I I I L^_L

100 200 500 1000 100 200 500 1000

(a) mA[GeVl (b) mA[GeVl

Figure 1.4: The masses of the scalar Higgs bosons h and H as functions of the pseudoscalar

mass rnA for tan/3 — 6 and 30, respectively. The top mass is set to mt — 174-3 GeV. The

other SUSY parameters are chosen in (a) according to the "small cxeff scenario" [42] and

in (b) to the "maximal mixing scenario" [43]. The different scenarios are described in

Chapter 2.3.

Figure 1.5: The LEP2 contours for the 95% CL excluding limit for (a) mh and (b) mA de¬

pending on tanß for a top mass of 174-3 GeV [19]. The parameters were chosen according

to the "maximal mixing scenario" [43] as described in Chapter 2.3.
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model Higgs boson (<fi)
<t>

9u 9d
0

9v

SM H 1 1 1

MSSM h

H

Jx

cos a.] sin /?

sin a/ sin/?

1/ tan/?

— sin ctj cos /?

cos aj cos /?

tan/3

sin(/3 — a)

cos(/3 — a)

0

Table 1.4: The couplings of the MSSM Higgs bosons to fermions (u — up-type and

d — down-type) and gauge bosons (V — W,Z) relative to the SM couplings.

With the approximation

tan 2a = tan 2/3
mA + m2z

with tt/2 < a < 0,
mA

— m2z + e/cos 2/3
'

the couplings of the scalar Higgs bosons can be estimated in the limits of large and small ma '

mA » mz : a —> /? - 7r/2,

m,4 -C mz : a — —/?.

For large tan/? the couplings in the MSSM to down-type fermions are strongly increased

compared to the SM, while the couplings to the up-type fermions and to the gauge bosons

are strongly suppressed (Table 1.5). The behaviour of the different couplings of the scalar

Higgs bosons are shown in Figure 1.6 for two different values of tan/?.

limes Higgs boson ((b)
4>

9u 9d 9v

777,4 ~~* °° h

H

A

1

-1/ tan/3

1/tan/3

1

tan/3

tan/?

1

0

0

rriA —+ 0 h

H

A

1/tan/3

-1

1/ tan/3

tan/?

1

tan/3

sin(2/?)

cos(2/?)

0

Table 1.5: The couplings of the MSSM Higgs bosons to fermions and gauge bosons relative

to the SM couplings for the limits ma —-> oo and mA —* 0.

The couplings of the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons to the up-type and down-type sfermions

depend on ISf, the third component of the weak isospin, the fermion charge ej, the Wein-
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Figure 1.6: The couplings of the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons as functions of the pseu¬

doscalar mass ma for two different values of tanß — 6 (full lines) and 30 (dashed lines),

respectively, and vanishing mixing [12]. The couplings are defined in the Table 1-4-
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berg angle $w and the Z boson mass m^:

9hh
= rf9* + m^ (/s/ ~

e/ s2dw) #2>

<t> 2 4> i 2 2 a <t>

9IrIr
=

rnf9y + mzef sm Owg*,

9hh
= —{Mt-Af9Î)-

The coefficients gf 4
are defined in Table 1.6. The fermion mass dependent part of these

couplings originates from the superpotential defined in equation (1.5) while the contribu¬

tions proportional to the vectorial fraction of the Zff coupling result from the D-terms

in the Lagrangian (1.4) after electroweak symmetry breaking.
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Table 1.6: Coefficients of the neutral MSSM Higgs boson couplings to sfermions.

The couplings of a Z boson to a scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs boson pair are given

by:

9zAh = — cos(/3 - a) and
v

rriz
9zah = sm(/3 - a).

The couplings of sfermions to the neutral SM gauge bosons are defined according to the

corresponding couplings of fermions to gauge bosons in the SM with the strong (aA) and

the electromagnetic (ae]m) coupling constant:
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1.4 Minimal Supergravity Models

The mSUGRA models are based on local Supersymmetry23. From the graded Lie algebra
in equation (1.3) it can be inferred that invariance under local SUSY transformations im¬

plies invariance under local coordinate change, which is the underlying principle of general

relativity. Thus, local SUSY naturally includes gravity.

At the GUT scale the masses of the gauginos are unified to a common gaugino mass

my/2-, the scalar boson masses to a common scalar mass mo and the couplings AT^j to the

common trilinear scalar coupling Aq (Figure 1.7). The absolute value of ß is fixed by the Z

boson mass through radiative electroweak symmetry breaking. The Higgs sector depends
on tan/3 and sign(/^)24. Finally, we are left with only five additional input parameters to

the SM ones:

m0, mL/2, AQ, sign(ju), tan/3 ,

in contrast to 105 free parameters in the MSSM without assuming any breaking models.

m, ;

Q
I" I i r i I I | 1 .u l, „I 1

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

l°SioQ

Figure 1.7: Unification of the sparticle masses at the GUT scale Q — 1016 GeV [45].
The common gaugino mass my/2 and the common scalar mass mo are input parameters

of mSUGRA. One of the squared Higgs masses (my^mHu, m2 = mHd) turns out to be

negative at the electroweak scale (Q ~ 100 GeV), so that the electroweak symmetry is

radiatively broken.

The masses and couplings at the electroweak scale can be derived from the input pa¬

rameters at the GUT scale by applying the RGEs. The latter also sum possible large

^Global SUSY can only be broken spontaneously if there is a positive vacuum energy, leading to a

potentially large cosmological constant.

The value of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass is fixed by too and mi/2 together with tan/3.
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logarithms of the type \og(QGUT/mw)- This evolution does neither introduce new CP-

violating phases nor new FC sources, thus - if universality at the input scale is assumed

- SUSY contributions to the FC and CP-violating observables do not violate the present

experimental limits.

For the sparticles masses at the electroweak scale there exist some approximate dependen¬

cies on the input parameters as shown in Figure 1.8:

• For the squark and slepton masses: m ^ ay • m2 + 02 m2,2 + a% rrv~ cos2/3

approximately holds, where »1,2,3 e ^- The left-handed superpartners are generally
heavier than the right-handed ones and squarks are often heavier than sleptons. Due

to large mixing effects the ty and the t_ are most probably the lightest sfermions.

• Gluino masses are roughly mg ~ 2.7my/2, chargino masses m ± ~ 0.8m^, the

lightest neutralino mass m^o 0.4rai/2 and m^o
~ 2m%o ~ m ±.
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: Dependence of the sparticles masses on the input parameters mr, and my/2 for

sign(ß) < 0 and vanishing Aq [46]. In parentheses the masses of the sparticles
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Chapter 2

Higgs Phenomenology at Colliders

The different production processes and decay channels of SM and neutral MSSM Higgs

bosons at the LHC and the Tevatron as well as at a planned linear e+e~ collider are

discussed. Since associated Higgs production with heavy quarks is the dominant produc¬

tion channel in several scenarios, it is a very important process. The associated Higgs

production with top quarks provides one of the most promising channels to measure the

top Yukawa couplings for Higgs masses below the top threshold. For large tan/3 values the

associated Higgs production with bottom quarks allows to determine the bottom Yukawa

couplings and thereby tan/3.

2.1 The Colliders

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which should start operation end of 2007, is a proton-

proton collider with a center of mass collision energy of 14 TeV [47], One year of running

in the low (high) luminosity phase with C = 103'icm~2s_1 (C — 1034cm-2s""1) delivers an

integrated luminosity of 10 fis-1 (100 fb_1).

In the year 1983 the Tevatron, a proton-antiproton machine with an energy of ^ 2 TeV,

started to take data [48]. The goal is to reach an integrated luminosity of 4-8 fb_1 per

experiment until shutdown in 2009.

The International Linear Collider (ILC) is a proposed linear electron-positron collider,

operating at center of mass energy \ß < 1 TeV [49, 50]. The luminosity will be of O(103)
times higher than the luminosity at LEP for \fs — 200 GeV, where it was roughly 30 pb_I

per year. The ILC has a rich research potential for deeper investigations of the SM as

well as possible extensions. It will allow to explore the properties of the Higgs bosons very

precisely if they will be discovered at the LHC.

An overview of the Higgs phenomenology can be found in [51, 52] for the SM and the

MSSM Higgs bosons, respectively. A summary of QCD corrections in Higgs physics is

given in [53]. The Higgs searches at the LHC are well described in the CMS and ATLAS

TDR [47] and at the Tevatron in [54]. Details about Higgs searches at the ILC are collected

in [55].
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2.2 Production and Decay of the SM Higgs Boson

2.2.1 Production Processes at the LHC

In the whole Higgs mass range below 1 TeV gluon fusion gg — H (Figure 2.1a) [56] rep¬

resents the dominant production process as shown in Figure 2.2a. Since gluons do not

interact with the Higgs boson at tree-level this is a pure loop induces process. The NLO

QCD [57] corrections to the top and bottom quark loops increase the total cross section

by 50 — 100% and the NNLO terms [58], only known in the heavy quark approximation1,
contribute further 20%, while the electroweak [59] corrections are small. The theoretical

uncertainties of the total cross section are estimated to be ~ 20% at NNLO, originating in

the residual scale dependence, the uncertainties of the parton densities and the neglected

quark mass effects.
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Figure 2.1: Leading order Feynman diagrams of (a) gluon fusion gg —» H, (b) vector-boson

fusion qq —» Hqq, (c) Higgs-strahlung qq —> HV and (d) associated Higgs production with

top and bottom quarks qq, gg —> Htt and Hbb, respectively.

The cross section of vector-boson fusion qq —» Hqq (Figure 2.1b) [60] ranges one order

below the gluon fusion cross section in the intermediate mass range (Figure 2.2a). How¬

ever, the two additional quarks in the final state offer the opportunity to reduce the

background significantly [61]. For rri/j > 800 GeV the two cross sections are of the same

!ln this approximation an expansion in the inverse quark mass is performed and only the leading term

is taken into account. A full NNLO result is not available, thus the NNLO result cannot be trusted in the

large Higgs mass range.
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Figure 2.2: Cross sections of several SM Higgs production channels at (a) the LHC [47] and

(b) the Tevatron [54] as a function of the Higgs mass. For the LHC the full QCD-corrected
results are shown, while m the plot for the Tevatron the QCD corrections are included only

for gluon fusion gg —+ H, vector-boson fusion qq —> Hqq and Higgs-Strahlung qq —> HV.

order. The NLO QCD [62] corrections for the total cross section are of 0(10%) and for

the differential cross section of 0(20%) [63]. The theoretical uncertainties are about 5%.

The associated Higgs production with top quarks qq,gg —> Htt (Figure 2.Id) [64] is an im¬

portant production channel for Higgs bosons with a mass below ~ 150 GeV. NLO QCD [65]
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corrections increase the total cross section by ~ 20%. The predicted signal observability2 is

in excess of ~ 3a for Higgs masses up to 130 GeV. The associated jets help to discriminate

signal against QCD background. The associated Higgs production with bottom quarks is

overwhelmed by the background and thus irrelevant for the SM Higgs boson.

The Iliggs-strahlung process qq —> HV (Figure 2.1c) [66] provides alternative signatures

in the intermediate mass range. The NLO QCD [67] corrections are of 0(30%) and at

NNLO [68] they are small. The full electroweak [69] corrections result in a decrease of the

total cross section by 5-10%. The total theoretical uncertainties arc of 0(5%).

Figure 2.2 summarises the Higgs production cross sections for (a) the LHC and (b) the

Tevatron. For the LHC the full QCD-corrected results are shown, while the plot for the

Tevatron contains the full QCD-corrected results up to the LO result of associated Higgs

production with heavy quarks. The relevant SM Higgs production cross sections are, at

the Tevatron energy, of the order of 0.1 — 1 pb, while at the LHC they can reach 0(10) pb.

2.2.2 Decay Channels at the LHC

In the SM, the Higgs boson branching ratios are completely determined, once the Higgs

boson mass is fixed. The search can be divided into three mass ranges (Figure 2.3a):

(i) The dominant decay of the Higgs boson with a mass mn
< 140 GeV is II —» bb

with a branching ratio of up to 80%. The QCD corrections to Higgs decays into

two quarks are known up to three-loop [71] and the electroweak up to NLO [72].

However, it is very difficult to extract a signal, since the QCD background is about

eight orders larger and it cannot be suppressed by adequate cuts [73]. The only

possible production processes to observe a signal from H —> bb are the associated

production with gauge bosons and with ri pairs, respectively. The decays into t+t~,

gg and cc pairs cannot be detected due to the large backgrounds. The most promising

channel to detect a light SM Higgs boson is the rare decay H — 77 with a branching

ration of 0(1O-3) [74], The NLO QCD [74] and electroweak [75] corrections are

known to be small in the relevant Higgs mass range for the LHC. With an integrated

luminosity of j C — 100 fb_1, of the order of 104 pp —> H(—* 77) -f- X events in

the mass range 80 GeV < rnu
< 150 GeV can be expected. However, very good

energy and angular resolutions are needed to be able to separate this process from

the backgrounds.

(ii) The gold-plated decays H —> ZZ^ —> 4.± produce very clear signals with small SM

backgrounds for 140 GeV <
rnH

< 800 GeV [76]. Below the ZZ threshold one of the

gauge bosons is off-shell. In the range 170 GeV < nifj
< 200 GeV the ZZ-branching

ratio drops down to ~ 2% due to the opening of the decay channels H —» W^W^*) —>

l+l~vv. Those are characterised by strong spin correlations between the charged

leptons, which provides an important tool for background reduction. These channels

play crucial roles for the Higgs search in the range 135 GeV < mn ^ 200 GeV [77].
The electroweak [78] corrections to WW and ZZ decays are of moderate size.

2
Including full simulation and reconstruction and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb
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Figure 2.3: (a) Branching ratios of different decay channels and (b) total decay width of
the SM Higgs boson as functions of the Higgs mass. The results have been generated with

the program HDECAY [70] and contain higher order corrections.

(iii) In the mass range mn £ 800 GeV the best experimental signatures are from H — VV

—> l+l~vï> [47]. From the decay H — it no signal can be extracted in spite of a

branching ratio of ~ 10% due to the large backgrounds.

By adding up all possible decay channels the total Higgs boson decay width is obtained

(Figure 2.3b). Up to Higgs masses of 140 GeV it is smaller than 10 MeV. However, with

the opening of the gauge boson channels, the Higgs state becomes rapidly wider: 1 GeV

at the ZZ threshold and it broadens further with increasing mass up to the order of the

Higgs mass itself at the TeV mass scale, leading to a questionable interpretation of the

Higgs boson as a resonance.

2.2.3 Production Processes and Decay Channels at the Tevatron

For 77i#
< 140 GeV gluon fusion (Figure 2.1a) does not play any role, since both dominant

decays H —> bb, t+t~ of a directly produced light Higgs boson do not lead to detectable

signals. For a Higgs mass larger than roughly 140 GeV the decays H — W^ —>

l+l~vv, lu + 2jets become dominant and give the direct Higgs production more relevance.

The most important production mechanism at the Tevatron for a Higgs boson below

140 GeV is the Higgs-Strahlung process (Figure 2.1c) with a cross section of 0.1—1 pb in

this mass range (Figure 2.2b).

Although the cross section of Vector-boson fusion is of the same order as the Higgs-

strahlung process (Figure 2.2b) no signal can be extracted from this channel since it can

not be discriminated against background.

The associated Higgs production with top quarks is strongly limited by kinematics and

leads to a less than 2a effect, and the associated Higgs production with bottom quarks is

overwhelmed by background.
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Figure 2.4 shows the needed integrated luminosity per experiment to either exclude a

SM Higgs boson at 95% CL or to discover it at the 3<7 and 5cr level, respectively, as a

function of the Higgs mass. In the low Higgs mass region the curves are obtained by

combining the lubb, vvbb and l+l~bb channels, while in the high-mass region the l^l^jj
and l+l"vt> + X final states are used. To exclude the SM up to a mass of 180 GeV a

combined integrated luminosity of 10 fb-1 is needed. With 20 fb-1 a 3cr evidence in the

combined sensitivity of the two Tevatron experiments can be achieved. To discover a SM

Higgs boson with a mass below 130 GeV the integrated luminosity must be ^30 fb-1.

f _-o
combined CDF/DO thresholds

30 fb"1

10 fb"1

2 fb"1

80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Higgs mass (GeV/c2)

Figure 2.4: The integrated luminosity required per experiment at the Tevatron, to either

exclude a SM Higgs boson at 95% CL or discover it at the 3a and 5a level, respectively,
as a function of the Higgs mass [48].

2.2.4 Production Processes at the ILC

The main production mechanisms of the SM Higgs boson in e+e~ collision are the Higgs-

strahlung (Figure 2.5a) and the WW fusion (Figure 2.5b) [55] processes. The cross section

for the Higgs-strahlung scales as 1/s and dominates at low energies, while the cross section

for the WW fusion grows logarithmically in s and starts to dominate at higher energies.
In Figure 2.6 the cross sections as functions of the Higgs mass for three different center of

mass energies a/s = 350, 500 and 800 GeV show this behaviour. The SM Higgs boson can

be discovered up to a mass of about 70% of the i/s.

The cross section of the ZZ fusion process (Figure 2.5b) is suppressed by one order of

magnitude compared to the WW fusion, due to the ratio of charged to neutral current

couplings.
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Figure 2.5: LO Feynman diagrams of (a) the Higgs-strahlung process e+e

(b) WW fusion e+e~ —> Hveve and ZZ fusion e+e~ —> Ile+e~.
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Figure 2.6: The Iliggs-strahlung and WW fusion production cross section vs. the Higgs

mass mn for center of mass energies ^/s — 350, 500 and 800 Ge V [50].

2.2.5 Decay Channels at the ILC

For a Higgs boson lighter than about 140 GeV the decay into bb pairs dominates (Fig¬

ure 2.3a). The decays into t+t~, cc and two gluons are suppressed but important to test

the scaling of the Higgs couplings with the fermion masses. The running of the quark

masses and the QCD corrections to hadronic decays introduce uncertainties.

Between the VV^*' and the tt threshold, the Higgs boson decays almost exclusively into

VFW^*) or ZZ(*Ï pairs3. The top quark and W boson mediated loop decays into 77 and

Zf final states have small branching ratios of 0(1O""3). However, they lead to clear signals

and arc interesting because they are sensitive to new heavy particles.

aThe factor 2 between the BR of Higgs decay into W+W and ZZ originates in the indistinguishability

of the two Z boyons.
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2.3 Production and Decay of the Neutral MSSM Higgs Bosons

In this section the supersymmetric spectrum is considered to be heavy, so that the decays

into SUSY particles are kinematically forbidden. The neutral MSSM Higgs bosons h, H

and A are denoted by <fr, while H stays for the scalar Higgs bosons only. The discovery

potential of the different production and decay channels strongly depend on the MSSM sce¬

nario [52], Typical constrained models with seven free parameters M^usy, ß, M2,mg, At,

tan/3 and rriA are chosen. The top mass is fixed at 174.3 GeV and Msusy defines a generic

SUSY mass. Two typical scenarios arc characterised by the stop mixing: Xt — At —ßcot ß,

where At is the trilinear scalar stop-Higgs coupling in £soft (1.6) and a third one by the

mixing angle a of the scalar Higgs sector:

• In the minimal (stop) mixing or no-mixing scenario it is assumed that there is no

mixing between the left and right-handed sfermions. The upper limit for the light

scalar Higgs mass is roughly 115 GeV in this scenario. The seven parameters are

given by:

Msusy = 1 TeV, ß - 200 MeV, M2 = 200 GeV, ms
- 0.8 Msusy,

xob ^ xus = 0; 0 4 < tan/3 < 40) 4 GcV <mA<i TeV,

with the on-shell and MS renormalised X40S and XtMS, respectively.

• The upper limit of the light Higgs mass increased to a maximum of ~ 140 GeV in the

maximal (stop) mixing scenario, where the parameters are defined as in the previous

scenario except of Xf and tan/3,

Xtos = 2MsusY, Xp=V6Msusy, 4 < tan/3 < 30.

This scenario provides the largest parameter space and therefore the most conserva¬

tive exclusion limit among all the CP-conserving scenarios.

• In the small aefj scenario the light Higgs boson decays into bb and t+t~ are sup¬

pressed, due to b - g loops. The upper limit of the the light Higgs mass is in this

scenario about 110 GeV:

Msusy = 800 GeV, ß = 2.0 MeV, M2 = 500 GeV,

mg - 500 GeV, X°s = -1.1 TeV, Xp = -1.2 TeV,

0.4 < tan/3 < 40, 4 GeV < mA < 1 TeV.

The expected production rates and decay channels vary rapidly with ma and tan/3. How¬

ever, some features hold in the whole MSSM range:

• HVV couplings arc suppressed compared to the SM and AW couplings are absent

at all (Table 1.4). Thus, the other branching ratios such as </> —» tt and </»—><< are

in general enhanced.

• For large tan/3 the bottom and the r Yukawa couplings are enhanced (Table 1.4)

leading to a dominance of the processes generated by theses couplings.

• Decay modes with more than one Higgs boson involved exist: e.g. H —> hh and

A -> Zh.
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2.3.1 Production Processes at the LHC

The dominant production mechanism for all three neutral MSSM Higgs bosons in the low

and moderate tanß range is gluon fusion gg —> (f> (Figure 2.7a) [56]. In addition to top and

bottom quark loops, stop and sbottom loops contribute for the scalar Higgs bosons4, as

long as the squark masses range below about 400 GeV. The NLO QCD [79] corrections to

the quark loops increase the cross section by up to 100% for small tan/3 and up to about

60% for very large tan/3. The NNLO QCD [80] corrections for these loops are only known

in the heavy quark limit and are thus not valid for large tan/3. The QCD [81] corrections

to the squark loops are only known in the heavy squark approximation and are of about

the same size as those to the quark loops. The SUSY-QCD [82] corrections in the limit of

heavy squarks and gluinos are small.
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Figure 2.7: LO Feynman diagrams of (a) gluon fusion gg —> <b, (b) vector-boson fusion

qq —» Hqq, (c) Higgs-strahlung qq —> HV and (d) associated Higgs production with top

and bottom quarks qq, gg — 4>tt and (frbb, respectively.

The vector-boson fusion processes qq —» Hqq (Figure 2.7b) [83] play an important role

only for a light scalar Higgs boson closed to its upper bound, where it becomes SM-likc,

and for the heavy Higgs bosons at its lower bound as can be read off from Figure 2.8a. In

the other regions they arc suppressed by the SUSY factors (Table 1.4). The NLO QCD

4The pseudoscalar Higgs bosons only couple to a combination of left- and right-handed .squarks, while

the gluons only couple to two squarks with the same "chirality".
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corrections can be inferred from the SM Higgs case and are of the same size: of 0(10%) for

the total cross section and ~ 20% for the differential one. The SUSY-QCD [84] corrections

mediated by virtual gluino and squark exchange at the vertices are small.

In contrast to the SM, the Higgs-Strahlung processes qq —> HV (Figure 2.7c) [66] do

not play a major role for the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons at the LHC. The NLO [67] and

NNLO QCD [68] corrections are the same as in the SM and the SUSY-QCD [84] correc¬

tions are small, while the SUSY electroweak corrections are unknown.

The associated Higgs production with top quarks qq,gg —» (f>tt (Figure 2.7d) [64] is an

important production process5 only for the light scalar Higgs boson. The NLO QCD [65]
corrections are the same as for the SM Higgs boson with modified top and bottom Yukawa

couplings and of moderate size. The full NLO SUSY-QCD [85] corrections to the light

scalar are of moderate size, too.

For large values of tan/3, the associated Higgs productions with bottom quarks qq, gg —> <bbb

(Figure 2.7d) [64] provide the dominant production processes for all three neutral Higgs

bosons (Figure 2.8). The NLO QCD corrections can be taken from the analogous cal¬

culations involving top quarks. However, they turn out to be very large [86]. The NLO

SUSY-QCD corrections are not yet known and are the subject of this thesis. In Figure 2.9

the 5<r discovery regions for the neutral Higgs bosons produced in association with bottom

quarks are shown for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb-1 for the CMS detector.

2.3.2 Decay Channels at the LHC

The searches for MSSM Higgs bosons at the LHC are more involved than for the SM Higgs

boson (Figures 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11).

(i) In the whole MSSM parameter region with mA > 100 GeV the light scalar Higgs

boson can be detected by the associated htt production in the h —> bb decay. More

recent realistic studies show that this channel has not the potential of a discovery

channel. However, it is still a very important process to measure the top Yukawa

coupling.

(ii) The neutral MSSM Higgs bosons can be discovered for tan/3 > 20 and ma > 100 GeV

in the associated Higgs production with bottom quarks followed by leptonic Higgs

decays.

(iii) The light scalar Higgs boson, from direct or associated hW and htt production, can

only be discovered in the photonic decay h —> 77, if m_4 > 200 GeV.

(iv) For tan/3 < 7 and 100 GeV < mA
< 350 GeV the decay channels II - ZZ& -> 4/^

play a role [87].

BThe top Yukawa couplings to heavy scalar as well as the pseudoscalar Higgs bosons are suppressed

for not too small values of ma- In addition, there are kinematical limits to produce three particles with

masses above ~ 150 GeV.
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Figure 2.8: 6Vo6s sections of different production channels for (a) the scalar and (b) the

pseudoscalar Higgs bosons at the LHC as a function of the Higgs mass for tan/3 ~ 30. For

all of these processes the complete QCD corrections at NLO are known and included in the

cross sections. For the associated Higgs production with top quarks the NLO SUSY-QCD
corrections are only known for the light scalar Higgs boson and for bottom quarks not at

all [47[. They are the subject of this thesis.
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Figure 2.9: The 5a discovery regions for the neutral Higgs bosons produced m the associated

Higgs production with bottom quarks are shown in the "maximal mixing scenario". An

integrated luminosity of 30 fb-1 was assumed [47].

(v) For tan/3 < 3 and 200 GeV <
mA

< 350 GeV the pseudoscalar Higgs boson can

be found in the decay channels A —> hZ —> bbl+l~ and the heavy scalar one in

H —> hh — 6677.

T+T(vi) For large tan/3 > 6 and ma
> 100 GeV the decay channels H,A

?e processe!

W forbidden, while the

and

ß+ß~ become visible. Unlike in the SM, in the MSSM these processes play a crucial

role, since the decays H —> VV are suppressed and A

down-type Yukawa couplings are enhanced.

(vii) In the region mA > 200 GeV and 3 < tan/3 < 7—10 it is very difficult to detect a

MSSM Higgs boson except the light one. The other Higgs bosons are too heavy or the

signal processes are not separable from the backgrounds. The light scalar can, even

including SUSY-QCD corrections, not be distinguished from the SM Higgs boson, if

the SUSY particles decouple.

The decay widths of the three neutral Higgs bosons (Figure 2.10c) differ a lot from the

width of the SM Higgs boson: for masses below 140 GeV they are much bigger than for

the SM Higgs boson and for heavier H and A they are much smaller, strongly depending
on the value of tan/3. However, in contrast to the SM, the decay widths never exceeds

about O(10 GeV).
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Figure 2.10: Branching ratios of (a) the scalar and (b) the pseudoscalar MSSM Higgs

bosons and (c) total decay widths of all MSSM Higgs bosons for the non-SUSY decays

are shown for tan/3 = 6 and 30, respectively, as functions of their masses The Higgs

masses and the branching ratios are, due to the radiative corrections, sensitive to the third

generation of the squark spectrum. The plots were made with an average SUSY mass of

1 TeV and the other parameters chosen according to the "minimal mixing scenario" [48],
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mA (GeV)

Figure 2.11: The 5a discovery contour curves are shown in the ma
— tan/3 plane for

individual channels and for an integrated luminosity of 300 flr^. The LEP2 limits are

included, too [47].

2.3.3 Production Processes and Decay Channels at the Tevatron

The dominant production process of the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons at the Tevatron is

gluon fusion (Figure 2.7a). Like at the LHC, the decays to bb pairs are plagued by large

backgrounds and make detections in these channels gg —» <f> —> bb difficult. On the other

hand the decay channels into 1^^*' become important in a large mass region. For small

tan/3 the decay H —-> hh is dominant in the mass region mn £ 350 GeV of the heavy
scalar Higgs boson.

For large tan/3 the associated Higgs production with bottom quarks (Figure 2.7d) is impor¬
tant for the light scalar as well as for the pseudoscalar Higgs boson, strongly depending
on the MSSM scenario. The associated Higgs production with top quarks is suppressed by
the SUSY coupling factors and kinematically limited.

In the decoupling region of the light scalar as well as for large tan/3 and small pseudoscalar
mass the Higgs-strahlung is an important process. For Higgs masses above 135 GeV the

cross section of this production mechanism is too small, compared to the background, to

produce visible events.
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To test nearly the whole MSSM parameter space at the 95% exclusion level an integrated

luminosity of 5 ft '
per experiment would be enough (Figure 2.12a green shaded area).

For the discovery of a CP-even MSSM Higgs boson at the 5(7 level over the full MSSM

parameter space 20 fb-1 arc needed (Figure 2.12b light blue plus green shaded area). The

Tevatron with an integrated luminosity of ~ 1 fb-1 per experiment until 2005 cannot sig¬

nificantly improve the MSSM Higgs limit obtained from LEP. However, if the integrated

luminosity can be increased to about 10 ft")"1 before shutdown, substantial improvements

arc achievable.

95% CL Exclusion, Maximal Mixing Scenario

5fb' K3 10 fb

i i \ i \ i j j j

.J-I_J..-X-1.JL---J_1.

200 250 300

MA (GeV)
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5a Discovery, Maximal Mixing Scenario

1Z3 15fb1 BB 20fb1 Q 30fb'

7-r-r-T-r-r-p"r-1r"j—i-jftttt-j—j T~r-»-ri n rT"j i j 7 r'z

350 400

T 3s

(b)
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MA (GeV)
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Figure 2.12: (a) 95% CL exclusion region and (b) ba discovery region in the ma
— tan/3

plane, for the maximal m.ixmg scenario and two different search channels: qq —> HV,
H —> bb (shaded regions) and gg,qq —> <pbb, cj> —> bb (region in the upper left-hand corner

bounded, by the solid lines). Different integrated luminosities are explicitly shown by the

colour coding. The two sets of lines (for a given colour) correspond to the CDF and D0

simulations, respectively. The region below the solid black line near the bottom, of the plot
is excluded by direct searches at LEP2 [48].

2.3.4 Production Processes at the ILC

The two scalar Higgs bosons can be produced in the vector-boson fusion, in the Higgs-

strahlung process or in pair production (Figure 2.13) [88]. The pseudoscalar Higgs boson

does not couple to gauge bosons, therefore it can, in leading order, only be produced in

pair production.
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Figure 2.13: Leading order Feynman diagrams of (a) vector-boson fusions e+e — Hveve

and e+e~ —> We+e", (b) Higgs-strahlung process e+e~ —> HZ and (c) pair production

e+e" - WA

The cross sections arc related to the SM cross section by the SUSY coupling factors

(defined in Chapter 1.3.4):

<7MSSM(Wi/cPe) - {9w) -^SM(HuePe),

o-MSSMCHe+e-) = (g%) • asM(.He+e~),

o-mssm(HZ) = (g$f-am(HZ),
vmssm(HA) - (gzATi) ^osm(HZ).

X accounts for the P-wave suppression of HA near threshold.

Figure 2.14 shows the production cross sections at a linear e+e~~ collider with 350 GeV

center of mass energy for the Higgs-strahlung and pair production. The solid lines are

related to tan/3 ~ 3 and the dotted to tan/3 — 30. The complementarity of the two classes

of processes (HZ vs. HA) is clearly visible: e.g. as soon as the production of hA closes

around 120 GeV the hZ channel opens for tan/3 = 30.

At the ILC the cross sections of the associated Higgs production with top quarks range

about two orders of magnitude below the corresponding values for the Higgs-strahlung

process. However, as these cross sections can be measured with an accuracy of about 5%

the Yukawa couplings can be extracted with a similar accuracy. Therefore, the associated

Higgs production with tt will be one of the most promising channels to measure the top

Yukawa couplings for Higgs masses below the top threshold [89]. The SUSY-QCD correc¬

tion for the light scalar Higgs production can be of measurable size [90]. For m$ > 2mt

they can be measured in the decays of the neutral Higgs bosons into tt pairs.

In the MSSM the Yukawa coupling to down-type fermions can be strongly enhanced by

tan/3. Thus, associated Higgs production with bottom quarks is important to extract tan/3

through the Yukawa couplings. As the experimental uncertainties will be small, NLO

calculations are needed, first to reduce the theoretical uncertainties and secondly, because

the NLO corrections yield sizeable contributions.
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Figure 2.14: Production cross sections of the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons at a linear e+e~

collider with 350 Ge V center of mass energy for the Higgs-strahlung and pair production

for tan/3 — 3 and 30 as functions of the Higgs boson masses [50].

2.3.5 Decay Channels at the ILC

The decay pattern of the Higgs bosons in the MSSM is more complicated than in the SM

and depends strongly on the value of tan/3 (Figures 2.10a and b). The light scalar Higgs
bosons will decay mainly into fermion pairs, bb and t+t~

,
since its mass is smaller than

~ 140 GeV. This is, in general, also the dominant decay mode of the heavy scalar Higgs
boson. However, depending on tan/3 the picture becomes somewhat more complicated:
the decay rate into two light scalar or two pseudoscalar Higgs bosons may reach relatively
large values. The pseudoscalar Higgs boson almost exclusively decays into bb and t+t~

pairs.

2.4 Summary

The ratio R for the quantitative analysis of the experimental results is defined as:

_

cr(production process in the MSSM) £?.R(docay channel in the MSSM)

^(production process in the SM) BR(docay channel in the SM)

Therewith, the results of SM can be approximately rescaled to the MSSM. Basically, the

ratio of the production cross sections depends only on the ratio of the Yukawa couplings
(listed in Table 1.4) of the two theories, except for gluon fusion. This assumption is valid

as long as the radiative corrections in the MSSM and the SM arc the same, but it breaks

down as soon as e.g. SUSY-QCD corrections become important. For the branching ratios

the possible radiative corrections have to be considered. This rescaling cannot be applied
to the pseudoscalar MSSM Higgs boson, since its Yukawa coupling contains an additional

75 matrix.
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Vector-boson fusion is about one order of magnitude smaller in the MSSM than in the

SM, due to the suppression oc (gy) . Nevertheless, it is a very important production

channel for the scalar MSSM Higgs bosons in the intermediate mass region. The two addi¬

tional quarks in the final state offer the opportunity to reduce the backround significantly.

The Higgs-strahlung process is suppressed by the same factor and thus in the MSSM far

less important than in the SM. The cross section of associated Higgs production with bot¬

tom quarks scales with (gf) up to non-leading contributions from the top quark loops.

This channel can be strongly enhanced for large tan/3 values. After gluon fusion, which

is in the SM and in the MSSM for small and moderate tan/3 the dominant production

process of neutral Higgs bosons in hadronic collisions, associated Higgs production with

bottom quarks is in the MSSM much more important than in the SM. Together with the

Higgs-strahlung process and vector-boson fusion, the pair production can play a significant

role for the scalar MSSM Higgs production in e+e~ collisions. The latter is the only rele¬

vant production process for a pseudoscalar Higgs boson at leading order.

If the mass of a light Higgs boson ranges below the gauge boson threshold, the decays

into bb and t+t~ pairs dominate in both theories. The running mass of the bottom quark

is almost twice the mass of the r lepton and quarks appear in three colours. Thus, the

branching ratio of </. —> bb with up to 90% is about one order of magnitude larger than the

roughly 10% of 0 —> t+t~ (Figures 2.10a and b). The MSSM Yukawa coupling is increased

by a factor g% compared to the SM. The decay width of a light MSSM Higgs boson can

be much larger than for a SM Higgs boson of comparable mass, especially for large tan/3

values [91]. For large Higgs masses the total SM Higgs decay width is proportional to mjj
(Figure 2.3b). This behaviour arises from the Higgs coupling A oc m\ to the longitudinal

components of the W and Z gauge bosons. In the MSSM, on the other hand, A cc m\ and

thus the decay width grows linearly in m$ (Figure 2.10c). Therefore, a heavy SM Higgs

boson is much broader than a MSSM Higgs boson of the same mass. The decay widths of

the MSSM Higgs bosons arc predominantly defined by the hadronic width. These effects

are important to distinguish between a SM Higgs boson and a neutral supersymmetric

candidate, if a Higgs boson is discovered.
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Technical Details

The unrenormalised Lagrangian suffers from divergencies, which can be treated in a sys¬

tematic way by applying régularisation as well as renormalisation techniques. One diffi¬

culty in performing calculations for hadronic initial states is the non-fundamental nature

of hadrons: they are bound states of quarks and gluons. Thus, one has to calculate the

partonic cross sections which are convolved with the parton distribution functions to ob¬

tain the hadronic cross sections. Leptons, on the other hand, are elementary particles

and the cross sections can be calculated directly. For associated Higgs production with

heavy quarks a massive three-particle phase space integration has to be performed. By

taking advantage of kinematics and symmetries the nine-dimensional integration can be

reduced to a four-dimensional one. The NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to associated Higgs

production for e+e~ collisions are derived by applying the standard matrix element method

by hand, while for the partonic initial states, the calculation is fully automised based on

QGRAF, FORM and MAPLE. These two methods are described in details.

3.1 Régularisation

Calculating higher order effects leads to ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) divergences.
This can be seen, e.g, in the one loop vertex correction:
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Two types of divergences can appear in such an integral:

• UV divergences, which are associated with singularities occurring at large loop mo¬

menta: k~-*oo =» /-too,

• IR divergences, which are generated, if one of the propagators in the loop vanishes:

k -> 0, -pi, +p2 (soft) or 1
2
_

2
_

cos d -* 1 (collinear) J
^ V -* oo, lor Pl - p2

- 0

The loop integrals are well behaved, if régularisation techniques are applied. The di¬

mensional régularisation (DR) [92] by 't Hooft and Veltman preserves gauge and Lorentz

invariance1. The integration in the 4-dimcnsional Minkowski space is replaced by a D-

dimensional integration, where D = 4 — 2e and £ is a small parameter. The analytically

continued integrals in D dimensions are well defined and the divergences can be quantified

as poles in e: l/en and neN. For the action

S= [dDxC

to remain dimcnsionless a new scale ß, the 't Ilooft scale, has to be introduced and the

coupling constants g are replaced by g
= gß£. The physical observables are independent

of this artificial scale. However, by performing higher-order calculations the perturbativc

series is truncated at a certain order n, destroying the /j—independence of the theoretical

result. The remaining scale dependence quantifies part of the theoretical uncertainties

caused by unknown higher-order corrections.

Some freedom concerning the dimensionality of the external momenta and the number

of polarisations for internal and external particles is left. Throughout this thesis the con¬

ventional DR is used, in which no distinction is made between real and virtual particles,

massless quarks have two helicity states and gluons have D — 2.

3.2 Renormalisation

In renormalisable theories the UV divergences are2 absorbed in physical (renormalised)

quantities by redefinitions of the bare (unphysical) masses, fields and coupling constants

by multiplicative Z-factors3 with Z = 1 + 6Z:

fermion field: *J -zl»*f,
gluon field: /-ia,0 7I/2 /-ia,R

Uß
—

LG UM

fermion mass: 771^ = Zmmf,
strong coupling constant: 9°s = Zg,gf.

1The 75, defined by t'Hool't and Veltman, explicitely breaks Lorentz invariance. However, it can bo

recovered by the proper counterterm.

2The IR divergences cancel out for physical meaningful quantities by adding up real and virtual cor¬

rections contributing to the same order of the perturbation scries. The remaining initial state collinear

singularities are absorbed in the renormalised parton distribution functions (Chapter 3.3).
iZm ___!- Snif/nif and Zgs = 1 + 5gs/gs to be multiplicative factors, too.
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The Lagrangian as a function of the bare quantities can be reexpressed as a function of

the renormalised quantities and counterterms by expanding in the SZ's:

C ($, G«-°,m),g°s) = C (zf 1>f, z'f G^, Zm rnf, Z9s g*)
= C(ipf,Gaß>R,mf,g?)+CcT.

Renormalisability means that all UV divergences are cancelled by counterterms corre¬

sponding to a finite number of interactions with mass dimension < 4. In non-renormalisable

theories new counterterms must be added at each new order in perturbation theory.

Gauge invariance leads to a number of relations among the Z-factors; the Slavnov-Taylor

identities in QCD [93] and Ward-Takahashi identities in QED [94]. E.g., the strong cou¬

pling constant appears in several terms in the Lagrangian:

• gluon-quark-antiquark vertex:

g°31fk$j 0*°1,ok - -ZaaZlJ2Z^g^T^}f^R^
- -zclï, 9?ifk$? p****?,

• triple gluon vertex:

9°s fabc (0„GS'°) G^Gf -, Zg.2%2 gn fabc (d.G^) dfQ*
— £>c3 ^s iabc- yy^v J °> uv

Uniqueness of the strong coupling constant leads to:

Zn.
—

Z1/2- 7XI2

ff3 7l/27 „3/2"

There exists some freedom in shifting parts of the finite contribution into the Z—factors

which defines the different renor-rnalisation schemes. Physical observables have to be

independent of this choice. The most commonly used schemes are:

• On-shell scheme [95] : the renormalised masses are chosen at the poles of the propa¬

gators, the renormalisation constants of fields are adjusted such that all the external

self-energies vanish and that the residue of the renormalised fermion propagator is

one. The fermion self-energy contains scalar, vectorial and axialvectorial4 contribu¬

tions:

E(*0 = m^ (p2) + f^l (p2) + p*^ (p2)
- Sm^ + (p/~m^)ÖZv + ^j5ÖZA + ^R(p'). (3.1)

4The axialvectorial contribution vanishes for QCD but not for SUSY-QCD.
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The fermionic rcnormalisation constants are defined as:

-'S /2\ , ^V/„2'
m,0 E^ (m2 ) + Sj (ml)

m^l(p2) + ^(p2)
p" = mr

Ej (m}) + 2m$^ [sj (p2) + S? (p2)
Jp-^mj

<^& = £#(m£)

The left- and right-handed states contain vectorial as well as axialvectorial contri¬

butions, which have to be renormalised separately:

5Z$% = ÖZ^S + ÖZ%S and

The gluon vacuum polarisation is given by:

(/> L
— àZy —

OÙA .

IL»"(q) = [g

9

*, Qßgw

ßV
_

q»q"

n(«)

ÔZG + \l^R(q),

leading for the gluon renormalisation constant to:

U(q)sz8s
ga=0

• Modified minimal subtraction scheme (MS) [96]: in one-loop corrections the UV poles

always occur in the combination:

Auv =

r(1 + g)(47r)£ = - -

1E + log(47r) + 0(e) =

-,
s £ e

with the Gamma function T(x) and the Euler constant ^e —
0.5772. In the MS

scheme the whole Auv is absorbed, while in the MS scheme only the poles arc

absorbed. Thus, the renormalisation constants are defined as:

Ôms =

777,,/,

ÖZUS JL
di>

v —

5Zr _, Xi(p2)

öz]f = n(p2)

4 (p2) + sj (p2)

m^(p2) + ^{p2)

div

. div

div

div

Through quantum fluctuations, as shown in Figure 3.1, large logarithms emerge,

which can be absorbed by the running of the strong coupling constant as(ß). The
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corresponding QCD and SUSY-QCD renormalisation constants in the MS scheme

are given by:

SZ = SZWB+SZf**,

5Z^œ =

iJS

47T

as(HR)
Air

-_ + log t-Z » M°

£ ßA 2

SQCD

1
,

mf
(3.2)

1
.

a4\
/?o

- + log^f « r°

n/ +
1V-i_ml

3 /4

E1^6
ir~"°/x*

(3.3)

The top quark, the gluinos and the squarks arc decoupled from the running by sub¬

tracting the corresponding logarithms. Therefore, the running of a3(ß) is specified

solely by the gluons and the light SM quarks and

/?oQCD = ^Vc-in/- & ßo

SQCD
_

2
Nr

1
(«/ + !)

11
_

2
_

2

3
c 3n/ 3

"

"u
3*,u 3'

where Nc — 3 counts the number of colours and rif — 5 the number of active flavours.

9 ns SUIT 9 + 9 T5~ÖTyi5irty\ q3 rö751515757r 9

Figure 3.1: SUSY-QCD quantum fluctuations of the gluon propagator.

3.3 Hadronic Initial States

One of the main complications of performing calculations for hadron colliders are the

hadronic initial states, which are bound states of partons rather than elementary parti¬
cles. The confinement of these partons originates from the growing of the strong coupling
constant with decreasing energy and rising distance, respectively. These bound partons

are not accessible by perturbation theory, since this requires small coupling constants. On

the other hand, the initial particles of the perturbative calculations are partons rather

than hadrons. The cross sections of these partonic processes can be calculated in pertur¬

bation theory as the coupling constants of these short distance (hard) scatterings arc small

enough for a perturbative expansion: the calculations are performed in the parton model.

This model is based on several assumptions:

(i) Hadrons are made up of constituents called partons, which arc identified as the

strongly interacting quarks and gluons.
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(ii) Every parton carries a longitudinal momentum p^ = a. .P^ equal to a fraction _c_ of

the hadron momentum Pß, with 0 < a.. < 1, and negligible transverse momentum.

(iii) In hard scattering processes the parton masses are neglected5.

(iv) The typical time-scale of hard scattering processes are much shorter than the inter¬

action time-scale of partons among each other. Thus, the asymptotically free partons

can be treated as quasi-free particles which scatter incoherently at large energies.

The cross section of the hadronic process hyh2 —> X can be written as a convolution of the

perturbatively computable partonic cross sections p^pj —> X with the parton distribution

functions (PDFs) fPl\hk(xi) an<J fpj\hk(xj)> summed over all partons p.j — g, u, Ü,...
contained in the hadrons h^, where /_ — 1,2:

VhüM = y) dxi / dxj fPi]hl(xi) f'p \h2(xj)aPtP (ê = XiXjs).
77 Jo Jo

The universal (process independent) PDFs parametrise the low-energetic parton binding
within the hadrons. They can be interpreted as probability distributions of finding the

parton pi in the hadron /i/_ with a fraction x. of the longitudinal hadron momentum and are

not calculable by perturbation theory. Therefore, they must be determined experimentally,
e.g. from deep inelastic scattering (DIS) in electron-proton collisions at HERA6 [98]. The

factorisation theorems of QCD [99] ensure that the collinear singularities, originating from

the massless partons in the initial state, factorise universally from the hard scattering pro¬

cess and can thus be absorbed by renormalisation of the bare PDFs. The measured PDFs

contain two ambiguities, which have to be taken into account in perturbative calculations:

• The PDFs involve the DIS momentum transfer, which may differ from the energy

scale of the calculated process. The DGLAP equations [100] evolve the PDFs from

the experimental values to the required factorisation scales fip-

• Apart from singularities one is free to absorb any universal non-singular terms, ap¬

pearing in the partonic cross section, in the PDFs. The terms included in the

renormalised PDFs fix the factorisation scheme. The two most common ones are:

- the DIS scheme, where universal non-singular terms are absorbed in the PDFs

such that the DIS structure function F2 is free of radiative corrections,

- the MS scheme, which includes only the singular terms with some trivial con¬

stants in the PDFs in analogy to the MS scheme in the UV-renormalisation.

The partonic cross section at NLO can be separated into the leading order cross section

aP?vi(s) and tne ^LO virtual and real corrections ^[^(s) and o-pe^p\(s), respectively:

-NLO/sN
__ „LO /£\ , „virt /-n , „real /£\

UPiP2\b) ~

apipA8) +
crpip2(s) + apiP2\S)-

5Thcrc are no heavy quarks allowed in the initial state [97].
6The Hadron-Elektron Ring Anlage (HERA) is a particle accelerator at DESY in Hamburg. The

electrons or positrons are collided with protons at a center of mass energy of 318 GeV.
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The real corrections have to be included because detectors are not sensitive to particles

produced with too low energies (IR singularities) or too small angles relative to the emitting

particle (collinear singularities). However, only light particles can have too small energies
to be identified or can be radiated so closed to the emitter so that their track cannot be

separated from the emitter track. Due to the coupling of these extra particles in the final

state the real corrections are of the same order in the coupling constants as the virtual

corrections and thus both contribute to the same order of the perturbation series. In this

work SUSY-QCD corrections with heavy squarks and gluinos are calculated, therefore, no

real corrections have to be taken into account.

3.4 Massive Three-Particle Phase Space

The integral over the massive three-particle phase space (PS3) in four dimensions is given

by:

/^PS3 =
j(^J0^\(2.f5^(py+p2-p,~pA-p,)

y.=3

S

12tt4o

(2^2^

d.x'3 dx/y dcos 6 dx

with pj = (p.1,p.) = (2Xi,Pi) and |pj| = J(pf)2 - m2 = ßip°t. In the center of mass

system of the initial particles the total three-momentum vanishes:

Pi + P2 = V^(l.O) = {PÎ + PÎ+PÏ, P3 + P4 + Pb)
The process is symmetric under rotations around the beam axis, thus, the integration over

the angle <p leads to a factor 27r. The angles 6 and x defined in Figure 3.2 range within:

0 < 0 < tt, and 0<x<2tt.

The polar angle of P4 relative to ps is given by:

a P3 • P4
COS 034

—

|P3||P4|

The boundaries of x% and x\ emerge from the condition | cos #34! < 1:

(3-3/min,max

(2 - x4)(Ai + m\ - ml) ± Jx\ - ( —~ j «(A4, ml, m2,

2_44

with the abbreviation _44 = _> (1 — .1.4) + 7774 and the Källen function

K2(x,y,z) = x2 + y2 + z2 - 2(xy + yz + zx).

The limits for £4 are reached when the integration interval for X3 vanishes:

27774
(^4/min

(#4) max
S + Trig

- (7774 + 7775 )2
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-—y

Figure 3.2: Kinematics of a 2—^3 process with the momenta py^ for the initial and P3,4>5

for the final states.

3.5 Standard Matrix Element Method

The SUSY-QCD corrections to the associated Higgs production with heavy quarks in e"1 e
"

collisions have been calculated using the standard matrix element (SME) method. The

amplitude M of any process, which depends on the momenta pj, colour indices Cj and

spins Sj of the external particles j — 1,..., n can be decomposed into Lorentz-invariant

formfactors F(pj), colour structures C(cj) and SMEs Mi(pj-, Sj):

M = M(cy, py, Sj) = ^2Ck(cj)Fki{pj)Mi{pj\ sj).
i,k

All LO and NLO SUSY-QCD diagrams of e+e~ —» 4>QQ have the identical initial-state

e+e~ -> V, with V — 7, Z, structure. Thus, the SMEs needed to describe this process

simplify to:

MY = T?Q [vv r? + av l%\ ,
i = 1,..., 16,

depending on the involved gauge boson V. The tensors re/5 characterise the leptonic

initial state and Fj*
"*

1G
the strongly interacting final state:

iee

ß,üß

~ Ve+(p2) {7p, 757/J ue~ (Pl)>

r^,6 = ÜQ(p3){p3ß, pAß, p5fM P3/_75, P4M75, P5,_.75/'Uq(P4),

rff = ÜQ(p3){lß, 757//.} VQ(P4),

r£W4 = '"q(P3) {P3ß fa, PAß fa, Pbß fa, P3/^75 fa, p4/J,75 fa, P5//75 fa} ^q(Pa),

rSe = UQ{pz) {^ß fa, 757/^5} VQ(p4).
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The amplitudes factorise as

16

M(e+e-^4>QkQl) = 6kl ]T £ if (Pj) MV(py, s3).

Trivial colour structures 5ki appear in this decomposition since the underlying process

e+e~ —> 4>QkQi proceeds trough electroweak interactions.

This method has the advantage that the time consuming evaluations of traces of Dirac

matrices in the squared amplitudes need to be calculated only once. The contraction of

amplitudes is reduced to multiplications of formfactors. The analytical results can be cast

into a readable form and the numerical evaluation is reduced significantly.

3.6 Qgraf Method

For the calculation of the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to associated Higgs production
with heavy quarks at hadron colliders the QGRAF 3.0 program [101] has been used to

generate Feynman diagrams. Most of the algebraic evaluations have been performed with

FORM 3.1 [102], while the expressions have been simplified with MAPLE 9.5. In Figure 3.3

the schematic succession from the choice of the process to be calculated to a numerically
évaluable Fortran code is shown.

The model-file defines the physical model: the possible propagators and vertices with

their coupling strengths, while the style.sty defines the appearance of the output of qgraf.
Those two files are needed by qgraf. dat, the input file for the QGRAF program:

output— 'diagram, dat';

style— 'style, sty';
model- 'MSSM';
in— quark[pl], qbar[p2];
out— Quark[p3], Qbar[p4], higgs[p5];
loops— 1;

loop-momentum— k;

options— onshell, notadpole;

true— iprop[higgs,0,0];
true— vsum[gpow,4,4];

The output file here is called diagram, dat, it is written in the style, sty style and contains all

possible MSSM NLO diagrams for q(py) q(p^) —> Q(pz) Q(pa) H(ps). The options chosen

here avoid external self-energy and tadpole diagrams. The "true" statements specify to

have no Higgs propagators in the diagrams and only diagrams which arc proportional to g^.

The diagram, dat is read in by the MAPLE program translate, map, where the abstract Feyn¬
man diagrams are translated to external/internal particles and vertices with the proper

colour, spin, squark and Lorentz indices.
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Programs and Files: Comments:

model & style.sty

t
qgraf dat

QGRAF 3.0

qgraf

Inputfile qgraf.dat:

name, style of ouput file

physical model

in/outgoint particles

j]loops and loop momentum

options

generates all possible Feynman diagrams

within the given input

diagram, dat

MAPLE 9.5

translate.map
fixes indices, vertices, Dirac strings

diagram, h

FORM 3.1

process,firm

applies Feynman rules, kinematics,

evaluates traces

diagram, map

MAPLE 9.5

fortran.map

diagram.F

translates ouput into a Fortran code

Output: Fortran file

Figure 3.3: Schematic depiction of the way to perforin loop calculations using QGRAF, MAPLE

and FORM.
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In the FORM program process.frm the particles and vertices of diagram, h are transformed,

using the Feynman rules, into coefficients, colour factors, Lorentz structures and spinors.
The matrix element is contracted with the proper LO matrix element. The traces of the

spinor strings are evaluated in four dimensions. Tensor reduction is applied and the scalar

one-loop integrals are introduced. At the end the Lorentz indices are contracted and the

output is saved in the file diagram.map.

The fortran. map converts the analytical FORM output into the numerically évaluable For¬

tran code diagram. F.

The advantage of this method is the fully automated way to calculate virtual corrections

once a program chain like the one in Figure 3.3 is build up. By modifying the model and

the qgraf. dat files calculations of other processes in other theories can be performed, too.

The MAPLE produced Fortran codes diagram.F are optimised. The external self-energy

diagrams and the counterterms are not included, they have to be calculated separately.
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Chapter 4

The necessity of including NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to associated Higgs production
with heavy quarks is discussed. The calculations are performed by the SME method

(Chapter 3.5) and the LO results are given analytically. The existing QCD corrections

are shortly reviewed. The NLO SUSY-QCD corrections are discussed with focus on the

external self-energies and the counterterms. For large tan/3 values the bottom Yukawa

couplings are strongly enhanced. The leading corrections to associated Higgs production
with bottom quarks can be absorbed into the bottom Yukawa couplings in a universal way.

This resummation can also be applied to the associated Higgs production with top quarks,
but since the top Yukawa coupling is not enhanced by tan/3 rather than suppressed, these

contributions are non-leading and there is no need for resummation. Finally, numerical

results for two benchmark points for a linear e+e_ collider with a center of mass energy

of 1 TeV are discussed.

4.1 Motivation

Although the cross sections of associated Higgs production with heavy quarks range at

the ILC about two orders of magnitude below the dominant Higgs-strahlung process, it

is a very important channel to measure the top Yukawa couplings for Higgs masses be¬

low the tt threshold. For m^ > 2rnt these couplings are directly accessible in the Higgs

decay d> —> tt. Given the cross section at \/s — 800 GeV and assuming an integrated

luminosity of 1000 fb-1 the SM Higgs boson can be measured with an uncertainty of

^5.5% (stat.+syst.), leading to about the same accuracy for the top Yukawa coupling

(Figure 4.1a). The main sources of uncertainties are failures of the jet-clustering and of

the 6-tagging due to hard gluon radiation and too large multiplicities. NLO corrections

are needed first to reduce the theoretical uncertainties originating from scale and scheme

dependencies and secondly, because they can give sizeable contributions.

The ratio of the VEVs, tan/3, is one of the most difficult MSSM parameters to deter¬

mine. The associated Higgs production with bottom quarks e+e~ —> i>bb followed by

4> —> bb provides excellent channels to measure tan/3 for moderate mA and tan/3 values.

The experimental challenges are the expected low production rate and the large irreducible
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Figure 4.1: (a) SM cross sections of associated Higgs production with top quarks as func¬
tions of the Higgs mass at a linear e+e~ collider. The dashed/full line corresponds to a

center of mass energy of y/s ~ 500 and 800 Ge V. The error bar is shown for an integrated
luminosity of 1000 /6_1 and includes systematical and statistical uncertainties [50]. (b)
The statistical error of tan/3 as a function of tan/3 assuming an integrated luminosity of
2000 fb'1 and pseudoscalar Higgs masses mA — 100, 150 and 200 GeV at a linear e+e~
collider with y/s - 500 GeV [103].

backgrounds for four-jet final states. In Figure 4.1b the statistical errors of tan/3 for an

integrated luminosity of 2000 fb-1 and pseudoscalar Higgs masses mA =100, 150 and

200 GeV at a linear e+e- collider with y/s - 500 GeV arc shown [103].

4.2 Leading Order Cross Sections

At leading order (LO) associated Higgs production with heavy quarks in e+e- collision

e~ (pi ) + e+ (pa) -»• Q (p3) + Q (p4) + 4 (ps)

is described by the Feynman diagrams in Figure 4.2. The four dimensional vectors p.;
denote the momenta of the massless incoming leptons (i — 1,2), the massive outgoing

quarks (i = 3,4) and the Higgs boson (i — 5) with masses 777. —

These diagrams split into three different classes of contributions: (1) Higgs radiation off
the heavy (anti)quark, (2) scalar Higgs radiation off the Z boson and (3) Z boson split¬
ting into scalar-pseudoscalar Higgs pairs with one of them dissociating into a heavy quark
pair. Depending on the masses of the corresponding particles, resonant contributions arise,
which require the inclusion of finite decay widths of the Z and Higgs bosons in the cor¬

responding propagators. Conventional Breit-Wigner propagators have been used for the
resonant Z —> bb and <j> —> tt/bb decays.
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Figure 4.2: Individual channels of scalar and pseudoscalar associated Higgs production with

heavy quorks Q — t,b in e+e- collisions: (1) Higgs radiation off the heavy (anti)quark, (2)
scalar Higgs radiation off the Z boson and (3) Z boson splitting into scalar-pseudoscalar

Higgs pair's with one of them dissociating into a heavy QQ pair. cf> denotes alt three neutral

MSSM Higgs bosons, while rt stays for the scalar ones only.

The LO matrix elements can be decomposed according to the different Higgs couplings:

MVo-ßcr+gZcP+gtclf,
Mto-g^° + 9^lf + g^O.

The C's for scalar Higgs production can be factorised pursuant to the SME method (Chap¬
ter 3.5):

C\
LO £ c}/.{f}vmv + fIvmv + f}vmv +

V=7,Z

fIvmv + f}YmX, + fUm^},
c<2-{f!zmI + f2ZmI},
C3 • [Ff Ml + Flz Ml + Flz Ml).

The coefficients c, depend only on the coupling constants and the gauge and Higgs boson

propagators:

V SM 47TO.eim
^

s — rn
2 '

V

C2

C3

„SM 47raei___
l9z

s — m| S34 — ra|
. SM v^Öelm
i 9q gzäh

—

1

777
2 '

s - m"z S34

where Syj
= (pi + p3)2. The formfactors F? with the shortcuts f^ = (335 — Trig)-1/2,

/4 = (,s45 - rriq) ]/2 and /^ = /3 ± /4 are listed in Table 4.1.
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j Ft Fjz
_

Fjz
r4 — r5 Hv Fjv/z p-jv/z

^8
Fjv

r15 1
16

1 2^/3 - -2ag/3 ZnQVvfu 2mgo^/J -vQf+

rK-/34 aT//34

2 - -277iQ/m|a^ - - - - —

3 - 1 -1 - - - -

Table 4.1: Formfactors of the LO diagrams for e+e —> HQQ.

The axialvectorial and vectorial coupling coefficients a®, and v$ are defined in Appendix A.

The £>'s for the pseudoscalar Higgs production can be decomposed as:

V=-y,Z

.LO
D3W

— dzn

with the coefficients:

{*f A<f + FlzMz2 + FlzMz),

if/ —
„SM 47rû;elm
#Q

s — mt

dm =

9q
sm V4naeh 1

s - mz s34 - 777^

and the formfactors F;)V/Z listed in Table 4.2.

T 9zah,

j F{z = F2jZ *f -M5 -MO

1 - -2ag/3 2^/3 2 a\/ /34 — 2'Uy /34

3 1 -1 - — -

Table 4.2: Formfactors of the LO diagrams for e+e"' —> _4C?Q

The unpolarised LO cross sections are defined by:

with C.PS3 denoting the three-particle phase space element (Chapter 3.4). The sum has
to be performed over the spins of the initial and final state particles, supplemented by an

averaging over the spins of the initial particles indicated by the overline.
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4.3 QCD Corrections

The QCD corrections were calculated some years ago [104]. The strong coupling as is

evaluated at NLO with five active flavours at the rcnormalisation scale ßn — y/s and is

normalised to as(mz) — 0.119. The ultraviolet divergences are removed by the renor-

rnalisation of the quark masses and Yukawa couplings, which arc connected to the quark
masses. They are renormalised on-shell, because they define the allowed phase space.

Since the top mass is of the same order as the Higgs masses no large logarithms arise for

the top Yukawa couplings, thus, the latter arc renormalised on-shell, too. In the bottom

quark case large logarithms appear, which are mapped into the running MS bottom mass:

ml = mb(n)[l + ÖQcn] with Öqcd = -r(e)(47r)

mb(ß) = 777,6 , + Cr°M (-£ iog £-i)+o (*)) (4.1)

where m" denotes the bare bottom mass, m& the bottom pole mass, fn^ß) the MS mass

at the scale ß and 5qcd the corresponding QCD counterterm. Thus, renormalisation of

the bottom Yukawa couplings introduces the MS Yukawa couplings of QCD evaluated at

the scale /_. given by the squared momentum flow through the corresponding Higgs boson

line.

The value of the electromagnetic coupling is taken to be ae\m — 1/128 and the Wein¬

berg angle to be sin2ö^ = 0.23. The mass of the Z boson is set to mz — 91.187 GeV,
and the pole masses of the top and bottom quarks to rnt — 175 GeV1 and nib — 4.62 GeV,
respectively. This value for the perturbativc pole mass of the bottom quark corresponds
in NLO to an MS mass rnb(mb) = 4.28 GeV. The masses of the MSSM Higgs bosons and

their couplings are related to tan/3 and the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass 777,4. Higher-
order corrections up to two loops in the effective-potential approach are included in the

used relations [106]. The Z boson width is chosen as Tz — 2.49 GeV, and the Higgs boson

widths are computed with the program HDECAY [70],

At a linear e+e~ collider with a center of mass energy of 500 GeV, the QCD correc¬

tions to associated scalar Higgs production with top quarks decrease the cross section by
about 3—5%. They are slightly positive for the pseudoscalar Higgs production with top
quarks for y/s — 1 TeV. For the bb final state, the QCD corrections increase the cross

section by some 5—25% due to the resonant contributions from the on-shell Z —> bb and

(f) -^ bb decays.

4.4 SUSY-QCD Corrections

The NLO SUSY-QCD corrections emerge from virtual gluino and squark exchanges as

depicted in Figure 4.3. They consist of (i) internal self-energies, (ii) vertex, (iii) box con¬

tributions, (iv) external self-energies (Chapter 4.4.1) and (v) counterterms (Chapter 4.4.2).

The top mat. has been chosen in accordance with the definitions of the Snowman benchmark points
of the MSSM [105].
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Figure 4.3: Typical diagrams of the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to e+e- —> d>QQ [Q ~

t, b] mediated by gluino g and squark Q — t,b exchanges: (i) internal self-energy, (ii) vertex

corrections to gauge and Yukawa coupling and (iii) box diagram.

The virtual corrections

M*- .^M't'+M4'. +M4,
yv,virt J lise ' J vertex < J 'virt box

are calculated within dimensional régularisation in the standard way. Since all virtual

particles arc massive, no infrared nor collinear singularities arise. The loop integral are

evaluated with LoopTools [107]. The quark masses and the top Yukawa coupling are

renormalised on-shell as in the pure QCD calculation. The gluino and the sbottom contri¬

butions are decoupled from the running of the bottom Yukawa couplings. Thus, the pure

MS Yukawa couplings of QCD are used for the SUSY-QCD corrections, too.

4.4.1 External Self-Energies

Inj3USY-QCD no external self-energies exist at the initial leptonic legs. The shaded ovals

MLO in Figure 4.4 symbolise the amplitude of all LO diagrams of Figure 4.2 with ampu¬

tated quark and antiquark spinors: Mfj0 = ü^M^qI^.

The SUSY-QCD self-energy of quarks from equation (3.1) leads to the external self-energy
contributions:

£«* (/Q = \ ('/> " v) 5ZV + fa SZA + S/f (jf) .
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+

ka4>,Q MM

Figure 4.4: Schematic external self-energy diagrams: the shaded oval MLO represents all

LO diagrams of Figure 1^.2 with amputated quark and antiquark spinors.

The factor 1/2 originates from the proper transition from the Green's functions to the

S-matrix. The renormalised SÄ does not contribute, since it is of order (/> — rn)2.

The on-shcll renormalised external self-energy at the quark leg is thus given by:

Mt£ = üJ-ixgKfa

77-3

1

fa ~ mQ
Ml0 va

(fa-mQ)SZ^ + fa^SZA

h = mQ

1

?ps -.. r>

fa -mQ

1
= -

ÖZ^ 7i3 Ml0 vA + rriQ SZA ü3 -

2 LU

-p3~-mQ

Ml0 vi

75 Mto V4

p3=mQ

\5Z^Mi0-l-8Zfüzl,Ml0vA
Ï*

and analogously the external self-energy at the antiquark leg:

M*£ -
ü3Mt

LO
-fa-rriQ

^os

iXœ(-fa))n
Â, = mQ

= IsZ^Mio + lôZ^uzMioKv,.
The external self-energies finally contribute to the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections as:

ML = SZÇ* Mi0 + \ MT Ü3 [Mi0,75 v4.

With the SUSY-QCD self-energy of the quark propagator in Figure 4.5:

4Y(jc\ -

92
(TaTa, y^ f dDk (Vj + ajTo)(tt + m,g)(vj - a^5

[k2~m()((k-py
-2

=

y
Cpökl zZ [ tf ~ a1) ms Bo (p2; ml mQ])

3

+ (v2 + a2 + 2^-^75) p'By (p2; m?, m
Qj
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the rcnormalisation constants are given by:

<5777§s - 2z gl J2 [m<j (vj - a2) DQ + mq (v2 + a2) By

3

5Z°S = 2i #.2 £ [2m5mQ (v2 - a2) ^ + (t;2 + a2) (^ + 2m2QB[)
3

bZf = -2ig2aJ2[^Pißi

B{ abbreviates the scalar integrals Z3. [p2;rni,rn2^ j evaluated at p2 ~ m2Q (Appendix B).

The B[ are the partial derivatives with respect to p2 and gs ~ g.$ß%- The coupling
coefficients of the heavy squarks are ayr2 — cos 6 _t sin d and vy/2 — ± cos# — sinö,
where 9 is the mixing angle in the squark sector (Chapter 1.3.2).

Qk
p K — p p

Figure 4.5: Feynman diagram of the SUSY-QCD quark self-energy.

4.4.2 Counterterms

The leptonic initial state does not have any SUSY-QCD corrections and thus no counter-

terms. In the final state the wave function, the quark mass, the Yukawa and the strong

gauge coupling couplings have to be renormalised (Figure 4.6). Neither the electroweak

coupling constant nor the Higgs field are renormalised in SUSY-QCD.

Renormalisation constants:

1
a — quark field

ZQl/r

b — quark propagator
1

1-
(7777Q

\fz~Q~L\fz~Q~R V i>-m.Q

c - QQ^-vcrtex y/ZQLy/ZgRZm

d - QQV-vertex y[ZQ~LyfZtTR

Figure 4.6: Multiplicative renormalisation constants of the wave function, the quark mass,

the Yukawa and the strong gauge couplings.
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The counterterms to the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections can be derived from Figure 4.6:

a} - {-1 xyzSrv^Zmx
^ ^axcxbxdx

ZQl/r

xVZq~lVZ~Q~h*

VZq^.VZqIiV i>~mQ
1

1

zQR/L

= Zm X [ 1 -
5mQ

p-mQj

Hence, the only parameters which need to be renormalised are the Yukawa couplings

Mn
Yuk

ömQ
9^+g^O

MA
Yuk

A -r-,1.0
, Ji -t-jLO

, ,,/f r>LO
9Q LJ\ + 9QUZh + 9Q D3H

mq

—

^mQ

mQ

and the quark mass for Higgs boson radiation off the quark and off the antiquark leg:

47TQ
Mn

-ig&irsmqY;
mt

„Q
-

r,Q,
u3<

(fa + fa + mQ)(fo + fa + mq)7„(>ff
-

t.^75)

>35 - rn2Q)2
,Q ,Q,

,
>(?;y

~

av75)(-fa
~ fa + mn){-fa - #. + mq) |

~~ ~_

(S45 ~ m2Q)2
~ "

J^4
Ö27/2(^y - ctv7s)wi

-7^4M^^
47ra

,Q /2 <v Q r2
4mQ</|| A^ + |-4mQa^/| -M,Y

+

+

+

/3 + /4 + 4r4(/| + /42))^

/3 + /4 + 4m23(/| + /|))a«

MX

MÏ

M\b + 2mQag(/32-/2) ^r6

The quark mass renormalisation for the radiation off the pseudoscalar Higgs boson is

computed accordingly, with the scalar Yukawa coupling replaced by the pseudoscalar one:

47TÜ!
Xmass = -*PqP|M^qX) 22

U-A
J[_i75] (^3 + fa + 777q)(^3 + ^5 + mg^foff - ag75)
\

5

(«35 ~ m2^)2
^,9

_

„9.
,
7ß(vv-av75)(-fa - fa + mQ)(~jf4 -fa + mQ). .

.

1

w'1^ - af/75)'"i
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Ana

v a~mv

= -44M^qE-^T -4mgog/| A^ + 4mQt,g/3a

+

+

(/3-/4)a? M^ + {h-h)v% Ml

2mQ a% (f2 - f2)} M\5 + \-2mQ v$ (f2 + f2) Mvy,

Ml

The counterterms finally contribute to the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections with:

M
CT xYuk+Mi»».

4.4.3 Bottom Quark Final State

The renormalised bottom Yukawa coupling is defined in terms of the MS running bottom

mass of equation (4.1) as described in Chapter 4.3. This MS Yukawa coupling is used

whenever the bottom Yukawa coupling appears.

For large values of tan/3 significant "non-decoupling" corrections to <j>bb production arise

at higher order, which can be absorbed into the bottom Yukawa couplings in a universal

way2 [109]. These contributions of 0(Ah) and O(ßim-yß) to the NLO SUSY-QCD correc¬

tions can be of 0(1). For this reason one has to worry about higher order contributions.

In references [110, 111] it has been shown that they can be resummed to improve the

reliability of the perturbative result.

There exist three basic contributions (Figure 4.7) to the bottom Yukawa coupling in the

Lagrangian (1.4):

(i) LO: the bottom Yukawa coupling is proportional to the bottom pole mass.

(ii) Superpotential: the couplings of the neutral component of Hu to sbottoms are pro¬

portional to the higgsino mass parameter ß. By reexpressing H® through v,i this

coupling becomes proportional to tan/3. Analogously there exists a coupling of

the neutral component of the down-type Higgs doublet to stops, but this becomes

tan/3—suppressed compared to the LO coupling.

(iii) Soft breaking terms: the couplings of the neutral component of H^ to sbottoms are

proportional to the scalar trilinear coupling _4f,. The analogous coupling exists for

the stops, but as the non-decoupling contributions are small, there is no need for

resummation in the case of the top Yukawa coupling.

These three contributions can be cast into the form [110]:

rLO+NLO

''-Yuk
- -s»S»{(1 + Al)fi; + ^ff_}.» + ,,

2It should be noted that these contributions vanish for large sbottom and gluino masses while keeping
the /_. parameter fixed [108]. Non-decoupling effects only arise, if the ß parameter is increased together
with the SUSY particle masses.
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Figure 4.7: LO and NLO SUSY-QCD contributions to the bottom Yukawa coupling. The

H^u are the neutral components of the two Higgs doublets, while the b°, 6° and m° are the

unrenormalised bottom wave functions and bottom pole mass, respectively.
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Renormalisation of the Yukawa coupling leads to:

/.LO+NLO
-'-Yuk »SM + Se*!.^*-"}

Amj
with 5(, — p" (1 + Ai) and A& = —-. These leading higher order contributions result

1 + Ay
in a shift in the relation between the bottom Yukawa coupling and the bottom pole mass:

mb = glvd —> gl vd (1 + A: + Am.) — gb vd (1 + A6).

The effective Yukawa interaction Lagrangian can be reexpressed in the physical MSSM

Higgs boson fields:

^LO+NLO
''-Yuk

mb

v (1 + A6
Msn1-

tan a tan/3

H
/

A
tancA

_., . A

+g?{1 +
Ah^ß)H-^3"

A6

tan2/?
A\b

m*> ü J zh 7.H=

~-±bl$h + g£H-i>%9tA\b,
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defining the resummcd bottom Yukawa couplings to3:

9b —

9b

9hb
1 + Ab

1-

9b
ii

1 + A*

9b
9Ç

1 + Ab

tana tan/3

.
tana \

1 + A^J'
Afc

1
tan2/3

(4.2)

If the LO cross sections are expressed in terms of these resummed bottom Yukawa cou¬

plings, the corresponding NLO pieces have to be subtracted from the higher order contribu¬

tions to avoid double counting. This is equivalent to an additional (finite) renormalisation,

given explicitly by:

9b

_*

9b 1 + 0(a2)
SJ,

Al
= k^ Amb,46

«ft

KH

i "T*

1-

1

tana tan/3'
tana

Kyi = 1 +

tan/3
'

1

tan2/3
(4.3)

Thus, supplementary finite counterterms have to be added to the NLO SUSY-QCD cor¬

rections4 for bb final states:

AMn = gfuPcP+gftfclf,
AMA^ ^T+rfW +^'«-

In the LO matrix elements the resummed Yukawa couplings are used:

Mlo- 9b Ll +9zL2 +gbL3

^1.0 - gb Ul + 9b UZh + 5fe ^3if I

so that the SUSY-QCD corrections to the cross sections are given by:

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

with

M^bl

ywSQCD M^ + Mtt + Miyr + bM*.

3
Analogous effective couplings can be defined for top quarks, too, but in this case the non-decoupling

contributions are small and thus do not require resummation.
4
Note that in the residual matrix elements of the SUSY-QCD corrections the unresummed bottom

Yukawa couplings are kept in order to avoid artificial singularities for vanishing mixing angle a [111]-
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In the QCD corrections the resummed bottom Yukawa couplings are also inserted ev¬

erywhere, since the non-decoupling terms A^ factorise from the pure QCD corrections

initiated by light particle interactions.

4.4.4 Top Quark Final State

The top Yukawa couplings are suppressed by 1/ tan/3. Thus, there is no need for resum¬

mation. The NLO SUSY-QCD matrix elements for e+e- —> (f>tt are given by:

Mlt6]CD = Mtt + Mie + MtT-

Therewith the SUSY-QCD corrections to the cross sections result in:

Mqcd = i j dPS, 2Ke£M&Mgb, ,

spin

with the conventional Yukawa coupling in the LO matrix elements.

4.5 Numerical Results

The numerical results are presented for a linear e+e- collider with a center of mass energy

of 1 TeV. The Snowmass point SPSS has been chosen for associated Higgs production with

top quarks and SPSlb for the bottom quark case [105]. The MSSM parameters of these

two benchmark scenarios are given by5:

SPSlb:

5 tan/3 — 30

639.8GeV ß 495.6GeV

905.6GoV At = -729.3GeV

1671.4GeV Ab = -987.4GeV

710.3GeV Uly = 916.1GeV

535.2GeV mQL = 762.5GeV

620.5GeV mÏR = 780.3GcV

360.5GeV, m-lR
= 670.7GeV.

The pseudoscalar Higgs mass is left free in both scenarios in order to scan the correspond¬

ing Higgs mass ranges.

The total cross section for associated pseudoscalar Higgs production with top quarks is

displayed at LO and NLO in Figure 4.8a. The cross section is small for pseudoscalar

5
We have neglected the corresponding translations of DR masses into MS masses, since they are not

relevant for the characterisation of the results.

SPS5:

tan/3 —

ß

At =

Ab =

m-g =

mu =

mï>R
=

mÎR =
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Higgs masses below about 350 GeV, while above it rapidly increases to a level of 1 fb due

to the intermediate on-shell H — tt decay. The total size of the corrections amounts to

0(10%) apart from the threshold of the resonant contribution, where the Coulomb singu¬

larity raises the QCD corrections to more than 100% [112]. The Coulomb singularity is an

artefact of the narrow-width approximation6. A proper treatment of the threshold region

requires the inclusion of finite-width effects and QCD-potential contributions. Thus, the

result obtained in this work is not valid in a small margin around the tt threshold of the

resonant part. The individual relative corrections, defined as

ctnlo — 0x0(1 + £qcd + <^sqcd).

can be inferred from Figure 4.8b. Except for the threshold region of the resonant part,

the QCD corrections are of moderate size [104]. The SUSY-QCD corrections [113] are

of similar magnitude as the pure QCD corrections but with opposite sign. Thus, large
cancellation of the QCD corrections against the SUSY-QCD part arc observable in this

scenario. This signalises the importance of including both types of corrections in future

analyses.

An analogous picture emerges for the light and heavy scalar Higgs bosons as shown in

Figures 4.9. The cross section for the light scalar Higgs boson is always of the order of 1 fb

with small corrections due to the partial cancellation of QCD and SUSY-QCD corrections

(Figure 4.9b). The QCD Coulomb singularity for mA ~ 350 GeV is much more pro¬

nounced than in the pseudoscalar case, since for the heavy scalar Higgs boson the S'-wave

pseudoscalar Higgs decay A —» tt constitutes the resonant part7. The relative threshold

corrections remain finite in both cases due to the remaining continuum contributions.

The results for Abb production are presented in Figure 4.10. The total cross section,

shown in Figure 4.10a, reaches a size of 0(10 fb) for smaller pseudoscalar masses. The rel¬

ative corrections arc depicted in Figure 4.10b. The pure SUSY-QCD and total corrections

are shown without and with resummation of the Ab terms according to equations (4.2) -

(4.6). It is clearly visible that the resummed bottom Yukawa couplings absorb the bulk

of the SUSY-QCD corrections, so that the terms of equation (4.4) provide a reasonable

approximation of the final result. After resummation the SUSY-QCD corrections are of

similar magnitude as the pure QCD corrections. Thus, as in the top quark case the inclu¬

sion of both corrections is of vital importance. A comparison of the total resummed and

unresummed NLO cross sections in Figure 4.10a implies good agreement within 10% and

thus a significant improvement of the perturbative stability from LO to NLO. An analo¬

gous picture emerges for the light and heavy scalar Higgs bosons as can be inferred from

Figure 4.11. Again the resummed Yukawa couplings absorb the bulk of the SUSY-QCD
corrections. A significant cancellation of the QCD and SUSY-QCD corrections is observed

after resummation in the SPSlb scenario, too. The drops of the relative corrections to¬

wards 777yi ~ 500 GeV in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 are caused by the kinematical closure of

the intermediate on-shell HA pair production.

6In this approximation the width of the top quark is neglected.
7Since the pseudoscalar Higgs boson A carries the same quantum numbers as the 0_+ ground state of

the tt pair, the decay A —> it is dominated by an S-wave contribution at threshold. In contrast the scalar

Higgs decay H —> tt suffers from a F-wave suppression at threshold.
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Figure 4 8 (a) The LO (dashed line) cross section of associated pseudoscalar Higgs pro¬

duction with top quarks m e+e- collisions is plotted as a function of the pseudoscalar
Higgs boson mass for the SPS5 benchmark point [105] The QCD- and SUSY-QCD cor¬

rected NLO cross section is depicted by the full line, (b) The relative QCD, SUSY-QCD
and total corrections to associated pseudoscalar Higgs production with top quarks are dis¬

played as functions of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass. The sharp (finite) peak around

mA — 350 GeV originates from the Coulomb singularity in the QCD corrections to the

resonant H -+tt decay
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Figure 4.9: (a) The LO cross sections (dashed lines) of associated heavy and light scalar

Higgs production with top quarks in e+e- collisions are plotted as functions of the scalar

Higgs boson masses for the SPSS benchmark point [105]. The QCD- and SUSY-QCD cor¬

rected NLO cross sections are depicted by the full lines, (b) The relative QCD, SUSY-QCD
and total corrections to associated scalar Higgs production with top quarks are displayed as

junctions of the scalar Higgs boson masses The sharp (finite) peak around mu = 350 GeV

originates from, the Coulomb singularity m the QCD corrections to the resonant A —» tt

decay.
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Figure 4.10: (a) The LO cross sections (dashed lines) of associated pseudoscalar Higgs pro¬

duction with bottom quarks in e+e- collisions with (red curves) and without (black curves)
resummation of the Ab terms are plotted as functions of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson

mass for the SPSlb benchmark point [105]. The QCD- and SUSY-QCD corrected NLO

cross sections are depicted by the full lines, with (red) and without (black) resummation.

(b) The relative QCD, SUSY-QCD and total corrections to associated pseudoscalar Higgs
production with bottom quarks are displayed with (red lines) and without (black lines) re¬

summation as functions of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass. The pure QCD corrections

are indistinguishable in both cases.
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Figure 4.11: (a) The LO cross sections (dashed lines) of associated heavy and light scalar

Higgs production with bottom quarks ine+e~ collisions with (red curves) and without (black
curves) resummation of the Ab terms are plotted as functions of the scalar Higgs boson

masses for the SPSlb benchmark point [105]. The QCD- and SUSY-QCD corrected NLO

cross sections are depicted by the full lines, with (red) and without (black) resummation. (b)
The relative QCD, SUSY-QCD and total corrections to associated scalar Higgs production
with bottom quarks are displayed with (red lines) and without (black lines) resummation as

functions of the scalar Higgs boson masses. The pure QCD corrections are indistinguishable
in both cases.
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The associated Higgs production with bottom quarks is, however, dominated by the reso¬

nant h, H — bb decays in the pseudoscalar case and the resonant Z,A-*bb decays in the

scalar case. Thus, the absorption of the bulk of the SUSY-QCD part by the resummed

Yukawa couplings could be expected from the analogous findings for the corresponding

Higgs decays [111]. In order to investigate, if this also holds for continuum <{)bb pro¬

duction, the Higgs energy distribution in Figure 4.12 for associated pseudoscalar Higgs

production with bottom quarks for a pseudoscalar Higgs mass mA — 200 GeV has been

analysed. The dimensionless parameters x,p arc defined as x^ — 2E,p/y/s. Figure 4.12a

displays the xa distribution at LO and NLO, while Figure 4.12b exhibits the individual

relative corrections. The sharp peak at xa ~ 1 originates from the resonant h, H —> bb

decays, while the regions apart from the peak represent continuum Abb production. The

resulting picture indeed turns out to be analogous to the total cross sections. The bulk of

the SUSY-QCD corrections can be absorbed by the resummed bottom Yukawa couplings
leaving moderate residual corrections. These cancel the pure QCD corrections to a large
extent in the resonant as well as the continuum regions.

The light scalar Higgs energy distribution for associated Higgs production with top quarks
is shown in Figure 4.13 for a light scalar Higgs mass mh = 100 GeV. For xh

< 0.8 both

the QCD and SUSY-QCD corrections are of moderate size. The sharp rise of the QCD
corrections towards Xh ~ 0.9 is induced by the Coulomb singularity at the subthreshold

of the tt pair [104], It leads to a finite cross section at the upper bound of the _c/_ range.

Since the total corrections are not constant, the shape of the Higgs energy distribution is

slightly modified from LO to NLO, as can be inferred from Figure 4.13a.

4.6 Summary

The cross sections and relative corrections for LO and NLO QCD and SUSY-QCD are

exemplary shown for a linear e+e- colliders with a center of mass energy of 1 TeV.

The NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to the associated neutral MSSM Higgs production with

top quarks amount to 10-20%. The previously obtained pure NLO QCD corrections are

of similar magnitude [104]. Strongly depending on the scenario cancellation or construc¬

tive interference effects between the QCD and SUSY-QCD corrections occurs. Therefore,
it is important to include both corrections in future analyses of these processes at linear

e+e- colliders.

At large values of tan/3, associated Higgs production with bottom quarks provides a pos¬

sibility to measure tan/3. It has been demonstrated that the bulk of the pure QCD correc¬

tions can be absorbed in the running bottom Yukawa couplings, defined at the scale of the

corresponding Higgs momentum flows [104]. The SUSY-QCD corrections are dominated

by the non-decoupling Amb terms, which can be absorbed and resummed in the corre¬

sponding bottom Yukawa couplings. This absorption reduces the SUSY-QCD corrections

to a moderate size. Both remaining corrections contribute with about 10-20%.
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Figure 4.12: (a) The Higgs energy distributions of associated pseudoscalar Higgs produc¬
tion with bottom quarks in e+e- collisions with (red curves) and without (black curves)
resummation of the Ab terms are plotted as functions of xa for the SPSlb benchmark

point [105]. The LO cross sections are depicted by the dashed lines and the QCD- and

SUSY-QCD corrected NLO cross sections by the full lines. The peak at xa ~ 1 origi¬
nates from the resonant h,H —> bb decays, (b) The relative QCD, SUSY-QCD and total

corrections to associated pseudoscalar Higgs production with bottom quarks are displayed
with (red lines) and without (black lines) resummation. The pure QCD corrections are

indistinguishable in both cases.
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Chapter 5

ml99 -»• 4>QQ

The importance of including the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to associated Higgs produc¬
tion with heavy quarks in hadron collisions is briefly discussed. For the calculation of the

LO and the large number of NLO SUSY-QCD diagrams a program chain based on QGRAF,

FORM and MAPLE is set up as described in Chapter 3.6. The pure NLO QCD results are

shortly reviewed. The partonic initial state can be split in qq and gluonic contributions.

For the qq initial state one has to take care of fermion number violating diagrams originat¬

ing from the Majorana nature of the gluinos. The external self-energies and counterterm

diagrams are calculated explicitely. The leading terms of the NLO SUSY-QCD correc¬

tions for the bottom quark final state can be absorbed in the resummed bottom Yukawa

coupling. For the top quark final state these contributions arc non-leading due to the

suppression of the top Yukawa coupling by the SUSY factors and thus there is no need for

resummation. Finally, numerical results are discussed for the Tevatron and the LHC.

5.1 Motivation

At the LHC, associated Higgs production with top quarks is only important for the light

scalar Higgs boson production. The top Yukawa couplings of heavy scalar and pseudoscalar

Higgs bosons are, in the preferred large ma region, suppressed by tan/3 compared to the

light scalar one (Table 1.5). For large tan/? values, on the other hand, the associated Higgs

production with bottom quarks becomes the dominant production channel for all three

neutral MSSM Higgs bosons due to the tan/3 enhancement of the bottom Yukawa couplings.

The potential of the associated Higgs production with bottom quarks at the Tevatron

depends strongly on the MSSM scenario, while the associated Higgs production with top

quarks does not play any role at the Tevatron, due to kinematical reasons.

The LO predictions for the cross sections are plagued by large uncertainties due to the

strong dependence on the renormalisation and factorisation scales, originating from the

parton densities and the strong coupling constant. The running bottom mass provides for

bb in the final state an additional source of scale dependence. The NLO QCD and SUSY-

QCD corrections should reduce the scale dependencies and thus stabilise the theoretical

predictions.
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5.2 Leading Order Cross Sections

The associated Higgs production with heavy quarks at hadron colliders can be split into qq

and gg initial states at LO and at NLO SUSY-QCD1. Two and eight diagrams contribute

to the qq (Figure 5.1) and the gluonic (Figure 5.2) initial states, respectively:

Qi(pi) + <lj(P2)

0ÎU(Pi) + 9Ï,eM)
Qk(p'i) + Qi(pa) + 4>(pb),

Qk(p3) + Ql(p4)+<P(P5)-

The initial state quarks2 u, d, s, c, b are taken to be massless, such that p\ = p2 — 0

holds for all initial states. The final states are defined on-shell with p2 = p\ — rrîq and

pl — m%- The gluon polarisation vectors eyt2 satisfy the transversality condition £.£>. = 0

and the axial gauge e\ p2 — £2 Pi — 0.

Ôi <ïj

Figure 5.1: The LO diagrams of associated Higgs production with heavy quarks Q — t,b
in qq collisions. The indices i,j arid k,l denote the colour indices of the external quarks.

(s-channcl)

' Qk
gjlj£lruuu$mp

^

s0/ 0^ trroüüü^

Q

(t-channel)

Ql 9l„

(u-channel)

Figure 5.2: Typical LO diagrams of associated Higgs production with heavy quarks Q — t,b

for gluonic initial states. The external gluons carry colour indices a, b, Lorentz indices ß, v

and the polarisation vectors £y^2.

The virtual NLO QCD corrections also split in this two initial states, but, there exist real NLO QCD
corrections to gq and to yq initial states which contribute to the total NLO QCD corrections.

^Bottom quarks are not allowed in the initial state for associated Higgs production with bottom quarks,
since it would lead to inconsistencies to treat them massless in the initial state and massive in the final

state.
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The colour factor of the two LO qq diagrams is given by Cqq = TgjTfa, leading to a

factor of two for the squared LO matrix element. For the gluonic initial state diagrams it

is convenient to define three different colour factors:

C9y9 = 5abtkh C?-? = ifabc\%h C'(9 = dabc'\%t, (5.1)

with the colour indices k,l for the final state quarks and the matrices Ta = ^Xa. The C99

corresponds to a colour-singlet state, while the latter two describe colour-octet states of

the final quarks. The totally symmetric and antisymmetric SU(3)C structure constants

fabc and dabc, respectively, are defined by:

[Ta,Tb] = ifabcTc,

{Ta,Tb} = \öabt + dabcTc.
o

The LO gg —> (f>QQ colour factors are given in terms of Cf32 3 by:

C99 = ho99 for the s-charmel,

C99 =lc99 + \cgJ + ]c99 for the t-channel,1
6 L 4 z 4 6

Cgg =
1

^9 _ \C99 +
1
cgg for the u_channel. (5.2)

The different C\92 3
do not interfere, thus the matrix elements squared can be decomposed

according to the three colour factors squared:

cf = (Cf)2 = 24, cf = |Cf|2-48, ^ = (Cf)2 = ^.
The LO as well as the NLO SUSY-QCD matrix elements are calculated by a program

chain based on QGRAF, FORM and MAPLE. Thus, no analytical results, except for external

self-energies and counterterms, are written down.

5.3 QCD Corrections

The NLO QCD corrections to associated SM Higgs production with top quarks were cal¬

culated some years ago by two groups [65]. The transition to scalar MSSM Higgs bosons

can be performed by rescaling the cross section with the squared Yukawa coupling factors

defined in Table 1.4: (g^) for the light scalar and (ßu) for the heavy scalar Higgs boson3.

The NLO QCD corrections to associated SM Higgs production with bottom quarks were

also calculated by two groups [86]. In LO, the transition to scalar MSSM Higgs bosons

can be performed analogously to the top quark final state, but with the down-type SUSY

factors (g^) At NLO diagrams exist, in which the Higgs boson couples to closed top

quark loops (Figure 5.3). These contributions are not proportional to the bottom Yukawa

coupling and spoil the relation between the SM and the MSSM results. However, in the

3As long as all quark masses, except the top mass, are neglected this scaling is exact.
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SM it has been shown [86] that the contributions of these diagrams are 5-10%, i.e. small

enough to be ignored. Thus, scaling the NLO QCD result with the squared Yukawa cou¬

pling factors leads to good approximations for the total cross sections.

The pseudoscalar Yukawa couplings contain, normalised to the SM couplings, not only
Yukawa coupling factors (Table 1.4) but also an additional [-775]. Therefore, the NLO

QCD corrections to associated pseudoscalar Higgs production with heavy quarks cannot

be derived by just scaling the SM results with the modified Yukawa coupling constant

aA"2
9u,a j

Figure 5.3: Typical virtual QCD corrections to associated Higgs production with heavy
quarks Q = t,b with closed quark loops.

The UV, IR and collinear singularities are isolated using dimensional régularisation (Chap¬
ter 3.1). Rcnormalisation and factorisation are performed in the MS scheme with the top

mass defined on-shell. The running of the strong coupling constant as(/x) is generated
solely by logarithmic contributions of the light quarks and the gluon loops. The top

quark contributions are decoupled by the renormalisation condition, thus, they to not

contribute to the running of as(ß) as shown in equation (3.2). For the convolution to the

hadronic pp and pp cross section the CTEQ6L and CTEQ6M PDFs [114] at LO and NLO,

corresponding to the QCD parameters with five active flavours A50 = 165 MeV and

A^IS = 226 MeV, are used. The SM top Yukawa coupling is defined by gfM = y/2rnt/v
with v — 246 GeV and a top mass of 174 GeV. The bottom Yukawa coupling is evaluated

with the running bottom quark mass rnb(ß) of equation (4.1) defined in the MS scheme in

order to sum large logarithmic corrections log (mb/ma). The bottom pole mass is set to

rnb = 4.60 GeV corresponding to a MS mass to rïïb(mb) — 4.26 GeV. This leads to a SM

bottom Yukawa coupling of gfM(ß,) = y/2mb(ß)/v with ß evaluated at the corresponding

Higgs mass.

The exact calculations of the NLO QCD corrections to associated neutral MSSM Higgs

production will be published soon [115]. At the LHC they turn out to range within 20-50%

for the top quark final state [65], while they can be even larger for <pbb production. The

NLO QCD corrections to associated Higgs production with bottom quarks at the Tevatron

enhance the cross secion by 60—130% [86],
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5.4 SUSY-QCD Corrections

5.4.1 qq —> cßQQ

The NLO SUSY-QCD corrections can be classified by the number of squark indices and

closed squark loops. In Figure 5.4 typical diagrams with zero squark indices (OSI), one

squark index (ISI), one closed squark loop (ISL), two squark indices (2SI) and three squark
indices (3SI) are depicted. The virtual SUSY-QCD corrections are given by:

M%( - Mlli + M'Ê? + Mf* + M$f + MWt • (5.3)

The diagrams involving three squark indices are "pentagon" diagrams with five-point
functions. Since all the particles involved in the loops are massive no problems with IR

divergences exist. The numerical evaluations of all the scalar integrals are performed with

the LoopTools program [107],

——' ' •¥ »H

9 \
Qk

q
^,

gj^ \qa

xQt

,

ft
r

-4
Q

(2£si)

Figure 5.4: Typical diagrams of NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to associated Higgs produc¬
tion with heavy quarks Q — t,b in qq collisions. The individual channels can be classified

by the number of squark indices and closed squark loops: (OSI) zero squark indices, (ISI)
one squark index, (ISL) one closed squark loop, (2SI) two squark indices and (3S1) three

squark indices.
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The colour factors of all NLO SUSY-QCD diagrams can be reduced to multiples of the

LO colour structure Cqq and multiples of dijo^. The interference of Cqq with the latter

vanishes, since they are orthogonal to each other. Thus, Cqq is the only relevant colour

structure in LO as well as NLO and the produced QQ pairs are in a pure colour-octet state.

Some of the box diagrams, e.g. diagram (3SI) in Figure 5.4, contain fermion number

violating (FNV) interactions due to the Majorana nature of the gluinos. Feynman rules

for Majorana particles are known for a long time [116]. The only Majorana particles ap¬

pearing in this calculation are the gluinos. To handle FNV diagrams the fermion number

flow is supplemented by a chosen fermion flow for each complete fermion string. Every
vertex involving Majorana particles is assigned to two analytical expressions: one for the

fermion flow parallel to the flow of the fermion number, the "usual" vertex, and one for

the two flows antiparallel, the "reversed" FNV vertex. Exemplary this is presented for the

squark-quark-gluino vertices in Figure 5.5. The "usual" squark-quark-gluino interactions

are given by:

T+ = ^Ta(vJ + ajTo) and T_ = ^ Ta (Vj - a?-75).

The FNV interactions are flagged with a prime ('), which is defined to be:

T' = CrTC-1 with C = -ij2j° and C-1 - & = CT = -C.

For the Dirac matrices this leads to 7^ — —7^ and 75 = 75, and thereby to l\ — T±.

Qi-—»
—^ { ~^+ q,-

— *—^^ / -iF'+

ga
^^

ga

"

9a

1

7.a

q.-.. +.-^ 4 _ir_ q. ..._._,._.^r- t _iV>_

q ^-q

"usual" vertices "reversed" vertices

Figure 5.5: The left column shows the "usual" Feynman diagrams for squark-quark-gluino
interactions, whereas in the right column the FNV "reversed" vertices are shown. The

fermion number flows are indicated by the fermions lines q and q, while the dashed curved

arrows show the chosen fermion flows.

For Dirac fermions two propagators are defined in Figure 5.6: the "usual" Dirac propaga¬

tor iSq(p) with parallel fermion and fermion number flow and the antiparallel "reversed"
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propagator iSq(—p), which violates fermion number conservation. The "reversed" prop¬

agator has nothing to do with an antiparticle propagator, since the fermion number flow

and the momentum flow have still the same orientation. For Majorana particles there

exist also two propagators iS3(p) and iSa(—p). Since the Majorana fermions do not have

a defined fermion number flows, they are not separated into "-usual" and "reversed" prop¬

agators, respectively.

momentum p
*

i.Sq(p) iSq(-p) iS$(p) iSù(-p)
—> • • * • ryy^HRRT» *~G~r5~GlSlS75~*

"usual" Dirac "reversed" Dirac Majorana

Figure 5.6: Dirac propagators Sq with the orientation of the chosen fermion flow (dashed
arrows) relative to the fermion number flows (solid arrows between vertices) are depicted.
The "usual" Dirac propagator has the two flows parallel, while they are antiparallel for
the "reversed" FNV one. Majorana particles, like gluinos, do not have a defined fermion
numMer flow direction, thus no arrow is drawn on the gluino line. The momentum p flows

from the left to the right side.

Incoming and outgoing Dirac fermions and antifermions are described by four spinors

(Figure 5.7):

ü = outgoing "usual" Dirac particle = outgoing "reversed" Dirac antiparticle,

v = outgoing "usual" Dirac antiparticle = outgoing "reversed" Dirac particle,

u = incoming "usual" Dirac particle = incoming "reversed" Dirac antiparticle,

v = incoming "usual" Dirac antiparticle = incoming "reversed" Dirac particle,

while only two spinors ü and u are needed for the Majorana fermions:

ü = outgoing Majorana particle, with fermion flow and momentum parallel

= incoming Majorana particle, with fermion flow and momentum antiparallel,

u = outgoing Majorana particle, with fermion flow and momentum antiparallel

^ incoming Majorana particle, with fermion flow and momentum parallel.

The amplitude of the FNV diagram in Figure 5.8, e.g., can be calculated with these

expanded Feynman rules:

m$*, - ^10(-i)54^fe)/7^[^fe+P5)r+^(fc + p3+P5)rV77(P2)

Sq(k +py- Pi) v(pi)V'_ S9(k - p4) T_ Sq(k) v(pA)

(X Ü(p3) [. . . ] u(p2) V(py) [...] V(pi).
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momentum, p

u(p,s) • « u(p,s) g-ipifmnsir-"
— -»— — -»—

v(p,s) • » u(p,s) isinsisisir*

u(p,s) « • u(p,s) nrirtnsinr*
— +- — — +- —

v(p,s) — > • u(p,s) nrsirsinr*

"usual" Dirac "reversed" Dirac Majorana

Figure 5.7: In the first two columns Dirac spinors with their fermion number flow and

in the third column Majorana spinors are shown. The dashed arrows indicate the chosen

fermion flow direction. The vertex (black dots) on the left/right end of the arrows symbolise
outgoing/incoming particles, "usual" indicates that the chosen fermion flow is parallel
to the fermion number flow, while "reversed" indicates that the chosen fermion flow is

antiparallel to the fermion number flow and therefore fermion number conservation is

violated.

The incoming light quarks are, with the chosen fermion flow defined in Figure 5.8, described

by "reversed" spinors. Thus the light quark currents of the charge conjugated LO diagrams
have to be adapted to match with such a FNV diagram. The spinor structure of the

complex conjugated FNV LO diagram of Figure 5.9 is given by:

^lo?fnv) a u(Pi) [••] v(Pi) f)(P±) [} u(Pz)-

The interference of the FNV box diagram with this FNV LO diagram leads to:

K(3%v)WnV « {"(Pi) [} «(Pi) S(p4) [• • • ] «(P3) }
|ü(p3) [• • • ] u(p2) V(py) [...} U(p4)}

CX U(p2) [. . .}v(py)v(py) [. . . ]v(pA) ll(p4) [. . -}u(p3)u(p^) {. . . ]«(p2)-

Therefore, the FNV diagrams can be treated as the non-FNV diagrams, by applying the

proper Feynman rules. But, they interfere with the FNV LO diagrams, leading to the

conventional spinor structure known from \MJJq^|2 and the non-FNV NLO interferences

with the original LO, (M^)^Mff0.
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momentum flow

9j
V2

Pi

k + Pa+ P5

g"

+;
Si Qr Q

9b

i

a ^
i

i

i

i

'^nroirginnroin

p-i

k-pA

Qk

-V-

pi
Qi

Figure 5.8: Representative FNV box diagram. The dashed lines above and below the dia¬

gram indicate the directions of the chosen fermion flows, while the fermion lines show the

directions fermion number flows. The momentum of the external particles flows from left
to right and in the loop according to the circle in the middle.

7nnnn57nn5"

Figure 5.9: Complex conjugated FNV LO diagram [-M-^q FNV\ with chosen fermion fli

(dashed lines with arrow) according to the FNV box diagram in Figure 5.8.

ow

5.4.2 gg - 4>QQ

The NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to the gluonic initial state (Figure 5.10) can be classified

according to the number of squark indices and closed squark loops analogous to the qq

initial state (Chapter 5.4.1):

M99'^
—

KA99^
-I- \A99'^ 4- KA99^ 4- KA99^

Mvirt
-

^OSI +yWlSI +yVllSL +yW2SI (5.4)

All colour factors of the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections can be expressed in terms of the LO

colour factors C\\ 3
defined in (5.1).
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9e\,n

a

He i ,p

Qb

(OSI)

v/Q.

(ISL)

(ISI)

0e ! ^
'WÖ751575W

Qj
>

'Qi

,9è3,,. 'trtoottjwt1-

(2SI)

Qk

Qi

Figure 5.10: Typical diagrams of the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to associated Higgs

production with heavy quarks Q = t,b in gluon fusion. The individual diagrams can be

classified by the number of squark indices and dosed squark loops: (OSI) zero squark in¬

dices, (ISI) one squark index, (ISL) one closed squark loop and (2SI) two squark indices.

There exist two classes of diagrams which vanish:

• Diagrams with closed squark loops, where the pseudoscalar Higgs boson is radi¬

ated by the squarks in the loop, vanish. Because of the specific form the squark-

squark-pseudoscalar Higgs couplings, 9qiC}i
=

9§2q2
= 0 and g4 = -S^q., th<

contributions from opposite squark momentum directions in the loop exactly cancel

• Diagrams with a gluon-gluon-squark-squark vertex together with a gluon-squark-

squark vertex at one squark loop (Figure 5.11) vanish due to the Furry theorem [117].
The loop-integral of such a diagram is given by:

/
dDk (2k + py+ p2)f)

(2n)D(k2~ml)((k + py+p2)2-ml:
2Bp(py + p2, mg3, m9j ) + (pi + P2)P Bo(p\ + P2, m9], m^ )

(Pi + P2)p (2By (py + p2, mqj , 777^ ) + B0(p} + P2, '"% , 777^))

— 0 due to By(p,m,m) = -\Bo(p,m,m)
0.
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9L,

Ä_2,f

f Vj N P1+P2
fcTfOWÖOlT 9p

k + P1+P2

Figure 5.11: Typical NLO SUSY-QCD diagram with gluon-gluon-squark-squark and gluon-

squark-squark vertex at one squark loop.

5.4.3 External Self-Energies

The final state external self-energies for associated Higgs production at hadron colliders

are calculated exactly in the same way as for the leptonic initial state in Chapter 4.4.1.

The A^lo an(I -^lo symbolise the amplitudes of all LO diagrams of Figure 5.1 and

Figure 5.2, respectively, with amputated final quark and antiquark spinors:

ACta. -MM%* + l ÔZT «3 [M%>, 7s] «4.

Whenever the matrix elements for the two different initial states have the same structure

xx stays representative for qq and gg.

Since the initial state particles are strongly interacting they receive external self-energies,

too. The calculation for the qq initial state is performed analogous to the final state, but

with MlJçfn having amputated initial quark and antiquark spinors:

M<iq,<P —

£7<->b,<_ Mqq,<P
, i XZQb'qvn \hAqq^ ^1 II,

•Ml;Kfi,initial
~ ÖLV -^LO

+ Ö 0ZjA v?
l/^LO.g' 75J Uy.

The on-shell renormalisation constants depend on the light squark masses:

9. Qj

8Zf« = -2i g2s £ U ûî*J ßi (0; m], m\ )] = -Ai g2 £(-1)^(0; m?, m| )

9. <7.

with the coupling coefficients of the light quarks4: a? = 1 and v'j — ±1 for j — L, R.

The gluonic initial state develops throe types of initial external self-energies (Figure 5.12).
The gluon propagator at NLO SUSY-QCD is given by:

d$ = D$ [I9„ + IqJ +1%2] Df) = D$ [n*(o) + n*(o)],
a -

2^

n(0) = i9lw p^

p"

4For the squarks of the first two generations the mixing is neglected.
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with the gluino loop, the squark5 loops and the squark tadpoles contributing with:

;2 / ,. /
dDk Tr[yp(}é + mg)j„(jé + p/-\-m3)}I9 = (-l/2)g2sfaxyfi

If* S ÊTriT^Y J i~»

axyjbyx / -^)D {k2 _ m2){{k + p)2 - m2)

dDk (2k + p)p(2k + p)c
.•J T (k2-m2)((k+p)2-m2y

*a -

-rf^^çy^Ti^

q3JW
' r> ••"qp

dDk 1

P+k

P

p + k

P P /" ^\ P

(^0TJUC^T #£ 9p 'TJoTJtfoTTl Çj ÏTJUOlTOtr 5* 9pr
\ /

Figure 5.12: The three one-loop SUSY-QCD contributions to the gluon vacuum polarisa¬
tion.

Evaluating the traces, applying tensor reduction and introducing the scalar integrals

4 = A0(rnl), _4* ee AiK)

Bf = Z?.(p2,m|,m|.)B\ = fl.(p2,m|,m2)
leads to:

I9

^pu 1/2) 5« Nc öab 4 fe + ppB% + P(T5* - ^(Ag + pKB9)

- 602<U 5pa(2B^0-^-p2ßf)+pp^(2ßf1+2ßf

2Ps5a6 I -_7pa+ -^V

1

2 ^-mJfig-mjUp2 -fl§ +

^ - ?ä^aabY\AB%+2Pf>B° +2P°Bf +PPpM3
%

K
2

Ê
6

Kb Y k»4Soo + PpPv (4ßii + 4ß? + B$
ij

S* £ {(-Pp. + ^) [4 (4 - "IB* - m?) + / (_# + 0

I
pa

= —5Ä Oaö 9pa 2_^ ^0 -

<7j

All six squark flavours contribute to the vacuum polarisation of the gluon.
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The last term of Iq^
, proportional to gp(7, exactly cancels against Iqa .

With the explicit form of _4n and Bq for vanishing momenta and equal masses:

j4o(m) — iC^m2 + 1 + O(e)

Bo(0,m,m) — iCe
1
+ 0(s)

it can be shown that (Aq — ui2(Bq + 1)) —> 0 in the limes p —> 0. The remaining two

contributions for an on-shell gluon become:

D$(9) = 2g26ab p2[-Bl + ~

EmEr
9p.p ~zp

pz

PpPa\ 9av 2S$T
-gPa + ~^ p*

Dtt(q)
7,2

1)

Qj
f BÏ +

9pp
~ *jp
p2

~9p<J + 2
PA

PpP<j\ 9°v
E
,2

4 i y^ 2

Thus, the gluino and the squark contribution to the one loop SUSY-QCD gluon vacuum

polarisation in the on-shell scheme are given by:

n^o) = ~2ifsöab -BQ(0,ml,mj) + -

n*(0) = -z92JabY Bo(0,m|,m|J + -

21

where the sum runs over all squark flavours, each with two degrees of freedom. The

external self-energies of the initial gluons are given by:

initial = (m0) + nq(0)) M99^.

Therefore, the external self-energies contribute to the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections with:

KAxx><t>
— KAXX^ 4- KAXX^ (5.5)
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5.4.4 Counterterms

The wave functions, the gluon and quark propagators, the strong couplings and the Yukawa

couplings have to be renormalised (Figure 5.13).

Renormalisation constants:

1
a — quark field

b — gluon field

J1l/H ZQl/r

Zc

c — quark propagator
1

1-

d — gluon propagator

e — gqq/QQ—vertex.
1

ömq

yßÖLyßÖRK P'-mq

1

Zo

T~ Vz<u/Ql \/ZqR/qR \f%c

g np&fyrzwsx x- Q
X c

gx- - (f>
X c

g nrs^sisiyisk- x Q

Z,

f = ggg-vertex — Z^2

g - <f)QQ-vertex y[Zq~L^Zq~RZn
b e a

(III)

Figure 5.13: Multiplicative renormalisation constants of the wave functions, the gluon and

quark propagators, the strong gauge and the Yukawa couplings.

The counterterms for the qq initial state can be derived from Figure 5.13(1):

a x e x a > xdx <axgxcxexa
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For the gluonic s-channel the multiplicative renormalisation shown in Figure 5.13(11) leads

to:

bxfxb> xdx <axgxcxexa

1 1 -3/2 1 \ 1

^ Z(j3
G

y/Zd) ZG

X y/ZqLy/ZqHZm X

ZQlir \/ZQ^,\fZq~h

zt

Zn

^ •[ 1
— ^ß^L\ß(htVZG X >

'9' \ZQr/l }

x Zm x 1
ôm.Q

ff - mq

and for the gluonic t- and u-channels follows from Figure 5.13(111):

bxexaxcxgxcxaxexb — ——x Zm x ( 1
Srng

p'-mq

with p and p' are the momenta of the two quark propagators.

5mq
i> - mg

x 1
SrriQ

/>' - mq

Thus, three kinds of counterterms contribute for the partonic initial states:

• the strong coupling counterterms,

• the Yukawa coupling counterterms,

• the mass counterterms.

The strong coupling renormalisation for the SUSY-QCD corrections is given by equa¬
tion (3.3) leading to:

Ml'/ = M%? (s. (M)) 2 SiM _ 2 (2|-J + lo6f
777-

m-n 1 ' '

~q

/4 12,3,. »R

M^q (g2(ß'ji)) symbolises the LO amplitude for both initial states evaluated at the renor¬

malisation scale hr. The sum runs over all squark flavours, each with two degrees of

freedom.

The Yukawa coupling counterterms for the neutral MSSM Higgs bosons production are

given by:

Mxx'cß
-

ywYuk —

5mq

mq

. M'xx'<p
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with the SUSY-QCD mass renormalisation

<5m°s = 2i?3YJ[mrJ(v2~a2)BQ(m2q ;777?,777|
Qj

+mQ (v2 + a2) By (mQ;raf,m|^

The mass counterterms for the qq initial state results in:

MQQ,4>
Jv l mass

<t> SM9Ï nqq x - J r i
^3 + ^5 + m<?)(^3 + ^5 + "7Q)7^

*9Q9Q- Cqq Smq ,3 [-775]
—

_

-

+
lui-fa - fa + mQ)(-fa ~ fa + toq)

(•545 - m|)2
-775 J >-y4V27p-"a,

where the factors [—775] are only inserted for the pseudoscalar Higgs boson and the invari¬

ants Sij
= (pi +Pj)2.

For the eight gluonic LO diagrams 14 mass counterterms exist, one for both s-channel

and two for every t- and u-channcl LO diagram. With the LO colour factors defined in

(5.2) and t;j = (pi~Pj)2 the mass counterterm for the gluonic initial state are analytically

given by:

yw
mass, 1+2

• ,4> n$M92 rggr^-

fr
?-_.

n (fa + fa+ q) (fa + fa + mQ) lp
»9Q 9Q 7 C*9 8mQ u* j

HT»]
(,35 - m2Q)2

lp (~fa - fa + mq) (-fa - fa + mq)
_.

1

(«45 - m2Q)2 }

<T (pi - P2)p + gvp(pi + 2p2r + 9m(-ÏPi ~ P2Y
„A2
~-2,V>

kaQ9,4>
/wmass,3

1
J> SM 9$_ j; cgg <

S (t24 ~ q)(s35 -

-Q)

M >
£l)ß H*v u3 His] (#5 + $5 + TT«})

7'
/'
^2 - ^4 + ^Q jfo + fa + f77Q

J 'mas.,4

L i24 - mQ s35 - mQ

i9ti9%U'9i
» (*13 - m^)(*24 - q)

Yl >(fa - fa + mq)Yn,

C9g 6m.q

fa-fa +mq fa - fa + mq
o I _iT5] + .-«75. -"T

''
'-o-"1 > (^2 - ^4 + mq) ^ VA,

ti3 - mQ t24 - mQ J
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M99,<p
K

y^lmass,5

M99^
_,J l

mass,6

M99^
,y

lmass,7

yV1ma_is,8

* So
9oM

-

7 o ^

C?9 SmqUQyQ
8 (tn-mQ)(sAs-m2Q)

l Q

£t£t'ü^ß(fa-fa+mq)

J fa-fa +777Q v -^4-^5 + m<3
2—T+7"

ii3 - 777?
>Q

S45 - 777,
Q

(-fa - fa + mq) [-775] v4,

n2
J> „SM 9s

C99 SmqlCJQ9Q
s (ty4-m2q)(s35-m2Q:

si'ß 4,1 «3 Hts] (fa + fa + mq)

J „ fa - fa + mg #_ + ^5 + mQ v

tu — m2
+

Q «35 - m
Y } (ßi~ fa + mq) 7^ V4,

Q

(À> „SM 9s

l9Q9q
—

n—_m2 jy-CnSma
s (t14 -mQ)(t23 -mQ

Jr ifa-fa + mg fa-fa + mg .

\
J [-î75]— -^ + _-
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Thus, the counterterms contribute to the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections as:

M&+ -

Mqq'4'
4-

Mqq'^
4-

KAqq^
— Mas + yv^Yuk ' '"''mass,

M99^ —

/MffS'^
_l KA99,<t> , V- juM-0

- ./Wa* i" yWYuk i-
2^yvimassj

•

(5.6)

The total NLO SUSY-QCD corrections for the associated Higgs production with heavy
quarks for qq and gluonic initial states finally contain the virtual corrections (5.3) and

(5.4), the external self-energies (5.5) and the counterterms (5.6):

kaxx$
_

\4XX<<P
1

\Axx><t>
4- KAXi

ywSQCD
- yvivirt + ywese + JvlC

XX,(p

5.4.5 Bottom Quark Final State

The renormalised bottom Yukawa coupling is defined in terms of the MS running bottom

mass. Since not all diagrams contain bottom Yukawa couplings the following recipe is
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applied for consistency:

• in diagrams with the bottom Yukawa couplings the running MS bottom Yukawa

couplings are used,

• diagrams with vertex corrections to the Yukawa couplings are rescaled by rh~b(pi)/mb,
with /i evaluated at the corresponding Higgs momentum flow,

• diagrams with one closed squark loop and the Higgs boson coupled to this loop are

not rescaled.

For large tan/3 the same technique of absorbing the leading contributions in the bottom

Yukawa couplings as in e+e~ —> (j>QQ is applied (Chapter 4.4.3). In the LO matrix

elements the resummed Yukawa couplings are used:

M^^^MXL^.
lLO

9b

Supplementary finite counterterms,

AM^'^AfM^cf,
have to be added to the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections, so that the SUSY-QCD corrections

to the cross section are given by:

1

'SQCD
AaxxJbb

= ~ I dPS3 2Xt Yl ^lo^SQCD
spin,colour

with

-MsqS =
M%* +M^ +

M^
+AM^ ,virt lCT

In the QCD corrections the resummed bottom Yukawa coupling arc inserted everywhere,
too, since the non-decoupling terms Aj^ factorise from the pure QCD corrections involving
light particle interactions only.

5.4.6 Top Quark Final State

In the top quark final states the Yukawa couplings are renormalised on-shell. They are

suppressed by 1/tan/3 and therefore there is no need for resummation. The NLO SUSY-

QCD matrix elements are given by:

MXX,(pÜ
_

MXX,4>
, Idxxd ,

KAXX,<)>

yWSQCD
— yVlvirt + yVlese + yv/lrT •lCT

Thereby, the SUSY-QCD corrections to the cross sections for the qq and the gluonic initial

state result in:

Act.xx,(jill

SQCD

1

2^
dPS3 2£He ^ ^lo

spin,colour

xx,ip\ ,Axx,4>tt
ywSQCD

with the conventional Yukawa coupling in the LO matrix elements.
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5.5 Numerical Results

The numerical results are evaluated for associated Higgs production with top quarks at the

LHC with the MSSM parameters fixed according to the Snowmass scenario SPSS [105].
For the bottom quark final state the SPSlb benchmark scenario has been chosen for the

LHC and the Tevatron. The MSSM parameters of these two scenarios are listed in Chap¬
ter 4.5. The pseudoscalar Higgs mass is left free in both scenarios in order to scan the

corresponding Higgs mass ranges.

In Figure 5.14a the LO and NLO SUSY-QCD cross sections for associated pseudoscalar

Higgs production with top quarks at the LHC are depicted for qq (blue curves) and gluonic

(red curves) initial states. The black curves indicate the sum of the two partonic contribu¬

tions. The total cross section decreases from a level of 10 fb at low ma by roughly one order

of magnitude for AmA & 300 GeV. The relative SUSY-QCD corrections S = ctnlo/^lo
contribute with about 10% to the quark initial state and with some 20% to the gluonic
initial state (Figure 5.14b). Since the gluonic initial state dominates the total cross sec¬

tion, the relative NLO SUSY-QCD corrections are of 0(20%). The previously obtained

NLO QCD correction range between 35% and 50% [65]. The relative sign between the

QCD and the SUSY-QCD corrections depends on the sign of the ß parameter.

The cross sections of ttH production at the LHC exhibit a much steeper decline than the

pseudoscalar Higgs boson production, starting at significantly higher values of C(102fb)
at mA « 100 GeV as indicated in Figure 5.15a. The relative corrections, shown in Fig¬
ure 5.15b, are moderate for the qq initial state and reach a level of 30% for the gluonic
contributions at higher Higgs masses. In the SPS5 scenario these corrections arc nega¬

tive. The kink in the relative corrections lies exactly at a Higgs mass of mh — 2 mi and

appears in both initial states. At this tyty threshold the diagrams with Htyty couplings
(Figure 5.16) develop a resonant behaviour. These type of diagrams do not contribute to

the Att final state since the coupling Atyty vanishes. The light scalar Higgs production
cross sections amount to about 103 fb and the relative SUSY-QCD corrections are small.

The pure QCD corrections contribute to scalar Higgs production with 20-30% [86].

The cross sections for associated pseudoscalar Higgs production with bottom quarks at the

LHC are shown in Figure 5.17a. The dominant gg cross section decreases from Ö(105fb)
at ma « 100 GeV down to C(102 fb) at mA ~ 500 GeV. The NLO SUSY-QCD correc¬

tions are dominated by the A& terms. By resumming these dominant contributions and

including them in the bottom Yukawa couplings the leading contributions of the NLO

SUSY-QCD corrections are absorbed. This behaviour is clearly visible e.g. in the qq ini¬

tial state in Figure 5.17a, where the LO cross section after resummation lies very close to

the NLO cross section of the naive calculation. Thus, the relative SUSY-QCD corrections

after resummation (Figure 5.17b) are small compared to the relative corrections without

resummation, which are roughly 50%.

A similar picture emerges for the cross sections and relative corrections of light and heavy
scalar Higgs production in association with bottom quarks, apart from scalar Higgs masses

near the mass bounds (Figure 5.18). At the upper/lower mass bound of the light/heavy
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Figure 5.14: (a) The LO (dashed lines) cross sections of associated pseudoscalar Higgs
production with top quarks at the LHC are plotted as functions of the pseudoscalar Higgs
boson mass for the SPS5 benchmark point [105]. The SUSY-QCD corrected cross sections

are depicted by the full lines. The hadron initial state splits into qq (blue) and gluonic
(red) initial state. The total cross sections are shown in black, (b) The relative SUSY-

QCD corrections to associated pseudoscalar Higgs production with top quarks are depicted
for the two partonic contributions separately as functions of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson

mass.
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Figure 5.15: (a) The LO (dashed lines) cross sections of associated heavy and light scalar

Higgs production with top quarks at the LHC are plotted as functions of the scalar Higgs
boson masses for the SPSS benchmark point [105]. The SUSY-QCD corrected cross sections

are depicted by the full lines. The hadron initial state splits into qq (blue) and gluonic
(red) initial state. The total cross sections are shown in black, (b) The relative SUSY-

QCD corrections to associated scalar Higgs production with top quarks are depicted for the

two partonic contributions separately as functions of the scalar Higgs boson masses. At

mh fa 2 TTij. resonant contributions arise.
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Figure 5.16: Typical diagrams which contribute to the kink at the tyty threshold.

scalar Higgs boson the cross sections rapidly decrease due to the SUSY factors of the

bottom Yukawa couplings. Far off the mass bounds the bottom Yukawa coupling for light
and heavy scalar Higgs bosons arc enhanced by tan/3 (Table 1.5). In the limit of large
pseudoscalar masses the SUSY factor approaches the SM value (g£ —> 1). For vanishing

mA the heavy scalar Higgs boson and thereby gf/ becomes SM-like. The unresummed

NLO SUSY-QCD corrections are large but they can be absorbed in the resummed bottom

Yukawa coupling to a large extent.

The cross sections for associated Higgs production with bottom quarks at the Tevatron

(Figures 5.19 and 5.20) range about two orders of magnitude below the corresponding
LHC values and show a similar behaviour. The relative NLO SUSY-QCD corrections are

of 0(50%) for the dominant gg channel. One may naively expect the qq initial state to

dominate at the Tevatron, since the q and q are valence quarks in the proton and the

antiproton, respectively. However, at these energies the gluonic parton density are much

larger than the quark and antiquark densities, respectively. Thus, for the Tevatron the

gluonic initial states dominate, too. The different slopes of the LO and NLO cross section

(e.g. in the gluonic initial state in Figure 5.19a) originate from the PDFs evaluated at LO

and NLO, respectively.

5.6 Summary

The LO and NLO SUSY-QCD cross sections have been evaluated for the bottom quark
final state at the LHC and the Tevatron. The top quark final state is only depicted for

the LHC, since this process is irrelevant for the Tevatron.

For the top quark final state at the LHC the LO cross sections range within 10_1-10 fb

for the pseudoscalar and within 10_1 - 102 fb for the heavy scalar Higgs boson, for ma up

to 500 GeV in the SPS5 benchmark scenario. The NLO SUSY-QCD corrections reduce

the cross section by 20-30%. The cross section of light scalar Higgs boson production is

of O(102fb) and the NLO SUSY-QCD corrections are small. The QCD corrections are of

the same order of magnitude [65], Thus, it is important to include both contributions in

further analyses of these process.
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Figure 5 17 (a) The LO (dotted lines) cross sections of associated pseudoscalar Hiqgs
production with bottom quarks at the LHC are plotted with (red/blue) and without

(black/magenta) resummation of the A& terms as functions of the pseudoscalar Higgs bo¬

son mass for the SPSlb benchmark point [105] The SUSY-QCD corrected cross sections

are depicted by the dashed lines The hadron initial state splits into qq (red/black) and

gluonic (blue/magenta) initial state (b) The relative SUSY QCD corrections to associated

pseudoscalar Higgs production with bottom quarks are displayed with and without resum¬

mation for the two partonic contributions separately as functions of the pseudoscalar Higgs
boson mass
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Figure 5.18- (a) The LO (dotted lines) cross sections of associated light and heavy scalar

Hiqgs production with bottom quarks at the LHC are plotted with (red/blue) and with

out (black/magenta) resummation of the A5 terms as functions of the scalar Higgs boson

masses for the SPSlb benchmark point [105] The SUSY-QCD NLO corrected cross sec¬

tions are depicted by the dashed lines The hadron initial state splits into qq (red/black) and

gluonic (blue/magenta) initial state (b) The relative SUSY-QCD corrections to associated

scalar Higgs production with bottom quarks are displayed with and without resummation

for the two partonic contributions separately as functions of the scalar Higgs boson masses
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Figure 5 19 (a) The LO (dotted lines) cross sections of associated pseudoscalar Higgs
production with bottom quarks at the Tevatron are plotted with (red/blue) and without

(black/magenta) resummation of the Aj, terms as functions of the pseudoscalar Hrggs bo

son mass for the SPSlb benchmark point [105] The SUSY QCD NLO corrected cross

sections are depicted by the dashed lines The hadron initial state splits into qq (red/black)
and gluonic (blue/magenta) initial state (b) The relative SUSY-QCD corrections to as¬

sociated pseudoscalar Higgs production with bottom quarks are displayed with and without

resummation for the two partonic contributions separately as functions of the pseudoscalar

Higgs boson mass
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Figure 5.20: (a) The LO (dotted lines) cross sections of associated light and heavy scalar

Higgs production with bottom quarks at the Tevatron are plotted with (red/blue) and with¬

out (black/magenta) resummation of the Aj, terms as functions of the scalar Higgs boson

masses for the SPSlb benchmark point [105]. The SUSY-QCD NLO corrected cross sec¬

tions are depicted by the dashed lines. The hadron initial state splits into qq (red/black) and

gluonic (blue/magenta) initial state, (b) The relative SUSY-QCD corrections to associated

scalar Higgs production with bottom quarks are displayed with and without resummation

for the two partonic contributions separately as functions of the scalar Higgs boson masses.
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The bottom quark final state has been analysed for the SPSlb benchmark scenario. The

cross sections at the LHC decrease from C(105 fb) at small Higgs masses down to C(103 fb)
at ma ^ 500 GeV. At the Tevatron the values are roughly a factor 100 smaller. The NLO

SUSY-QCD corrections are about 50% for both collider, completely dominated by the

gluonic contribution. The leading contributions of these corrections can be absorbed by
resummation of the bottom Yukawa couplings. The remaining corrections arc small in

the whole mass range. The NLO QCD corrections range within 10—80% at the LHC and

within 60-130% at the Tevatron [86].
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Chapter 6

Impact of Aq on the mSUGRA

Parameter Space

Since several years it is known that the measured amount of baryonic matter in the universe

did not suffice to generate the universe in its present form. Dark energy contributes

with ~ 74% and dark matter (DM) with ~ 22% to the total amount of energy stored

in the universe. However, the question concerning the nature of these two contributions

remains unanswered. The relic density of cold dark matter (CDM) depends on the effective

annihilation cross section, which contains the annihilation as well as coannihilation cross

sections of the CDM and the next heavier particles. The R-parity conserving mSUGRA

models provide a promising CDM candidate: the lightest neutralino. The trilinear scalar

coupling at the GUT scale, Aq, affects this effective neutralino annihilation cross sections

through the masses and the couplings of the involved particles. Assuming a vanishing

_4n, only mSUGRA models lying on narrow strips in the mo —

rri]/2 plane (for fixed tan/3

values) lead to a relic density within the WMAP constraints. A variation of this coupling

within ± a few TeVs significantly affects this allowed mSUGRA parameter space.

6.1 Dark Matter

The nature and the identity of the dark matter in the universe is one of the most challeng¬

ing problems of modern cosmology. Zwicky studied 1933 the mass-to-light ratios of the

Coma cluster [118]. His observations provided first evidence of the existence of invisible

matter. In the meanwhile many mass-to-light ratios M/L within galaxies up to clusters

of galaxies have been measured. The increase of those ratios with growing distance (Ta¬
ble 6.1) is a strong hint for the existence of DM at large scales.

The expansion rate of the universe is, in the standard Friedmann-Lemaître-Robcrtson-

Walker model [119], expressed by the Friedman equation:

ïi(tf
_

SttGnp _k_ A

R(t)2
~

3 R2
+

3
' (6.1)
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distance scale (M/L)/(MQ/Le) ''m

solar neighbourhood c_ 2 ± 1 solar units 1 •10"3

center of galaxies ~ (10-20)/7O 1 •10~2

small groups of galaxies =_ (60 - 180) ho 1 10"1

clusters of galaxies ~ (200- 500) ho 3 • 10"1

Table 6.1: Mass-to-light ratios (M/L) normalised to the solar (MQ/LQ) and the corre¬

sponding matter relic density i1m at different distance scales within galaxies up to clusters

of galaxies, ho a. 0.73 is the normalised present-day Hubble constant.

where II — ho • 100kms_1Mpc_1, with /70 — 0.731qq3, is the present-day Hubble expan¬

sion rate1. G/v — 6.6742 10-11 m3kg~1s~2 is the gravitational constant and R(t) the

cosmological scale factor. The three-space curvature k — 0, +1 or — 1 describes a spatially

flat, closed or open universe. The critical energy density is defined by pc = 3H2/8ttGn —

1.88 • 10-29 /logcm-3, in the absence of a cosmological constant A. The Friedman equa¬

tion (6.1) can be converted to:

^
= JLH2 + ±^H'2

R(t)2 Pc 3

= (ftm + fU-l)#2 = (îîtot - 1) H2, (6.2)

connecting the curvature with the total energy density in the universe f-tot, which is com¬

posed of the matter density il,n and the dark energy density f-A-

Nowadays, there are several additional theoretical and experimental indications that dark

matter exists in the universe:

• Inflation models: in an adiabatically expanding universe R(t) scales like R ~ T~
,

with the temperature of the thermal photon background T, leading to a dimensionlcss

constant k — k/(RT)2. During inflation one finds R ~ T_1 ~ eHt with a constant

expansion rate H. After the inflation period holds R = Rf 3> Ü. and T —Tf < Tj.

Thus, RfTf > RtTt results in kf = (ÎÎ - 1) H2/Tf -C k and with (6.2) follows that

the total abundance of energy in the universe must be very closed to one [120], while

measurements show that the baryonic contributions are Q(, « 1.

• Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB): density fluctuations grow in the period of a

matter dominated universe. The duration of the epoch of structure formation would

have been very short if only the baryonic matter would have been available [121].

Hence, the fluctuations in the CMB would be much larger than observed (Figure 6.1).

• Rotation curves of spiral galaxies: in Figure 6.2 the orbital velocity of hydrogen

clouds in the spiral galaxy NGC 6503 [123] as a function of the radius is shown. The

^he unit of length used in astronomy is parsec with 1 pc « 3.0857-10lf'm « 3.2G2 ly. it stands for

parallax of one arc second. At the distance of 1 pc the mean radius of the Earth's orbit around the Sun

appears under an angle of one arc second.
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Figure 6.1: WMAP has produced a new, more, detailed picture of the infant universe. The

colours indicate "warmer" (red) and "cooler" (blue) spots [122].

constant speed over a large range of distances indicates that the hydrogen clouds

outside the central region move much faster than one would expect from the Newto¬

nian potential, considering only the baryonic mass of the disk and the gas (dashed
and dotted lines in Figure 6.2). The rotation velocity is given by:

with M(r) = 4tt / p(r)r2 dr.

The constant velocity originates in a mass growing proportional to the radius. Thus,

even if there is no baryonic matter beyond a certain distance from the center of the

galaxy there must be some halo of dark matter increasing the total amount of mass

of the galaxy further on.

• Gravitational lensing: a mass prediction without relying on dynamics and therefore

a complete independent way to measure DM comes from the gravitational lensing

effects [124], predicted by general relativity. The strong lensing results in clearly

visible distortions with multiple images. It is particularly adept in testing the over¬

all geometry of the universe. A cluster which provides multiple lensing of a single

background galaxy can be used to determine the total cluster mass. On the other

hand from lensing of several background galaxies constraints on the values of the i\m

and S„a can be derived [125]. Weak lensing of galaxies by galaxies providing single

images can probe the nature of galactic halos. Measuring the shapes and orienta¬

tions of many distant galaxies gives an idea about the shear of the lensing field in

any region [126]. Therefrom a background distribution of DM can be obtained.

In Figure 6.3 one of the first unambiguous proofs for the existence of dark mat¬

ter is shown [127]. By comparing the center of the total mass reconstructed by weak

lensing (green and white contours) with the center of baryonic matter (yellow/white
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Figure 6.2: Rotation curve of the spiral galaxy NCC 6503 as a function of the radius.

The dashed and the dotted curves show the measured rotational velocity originating in

the observed disk arid gas distribution, respectively. The dot-dash curve is the predicted
contribution from tfie DM halo to explain the measured flat rotation curve [123].

region in Figure 6.3b) it is clearly visible that they do not coincide. Thus, there

must be some kind of dark matter contributing to the total mass of these galaxies.

Figure 6.3: The merging cluster 1E0657-558 is shown in the visible range (a) and the

X-ray range (b). The while bars indicates 200 kpc at the distance of the cluster. The green

contours in both pictures show the mass distribution reconstruction from the weak lensing,
with the white contours show the errors on the mass peak corresponding to 68.3%, 95.5%

and 99.7% CL. The blue crosses in (a) show the location of the mass peak of the measured

baryonic plasma clouds, shown m (b) as coloured regions [127].
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However, it is not absolutely certain, that the required DM is neither baryonic nor neu¬

trinos (high relativistic and therefore hot). Nevertheless, there exist hints toward a non-

baryonic cold (non-relativistic) DM:

• Large structure formation: in the hierarchical structure formation small structures,

as stars, are collapsing first followed by continuous forming of more and more massive

objects like galaxies and clusters of galaxies. The matter heats up by collapsing due

to gravitational contraction approaching an hydrostatic pressure balance. Ordinary

baryonic matter has too high temperature and too much pressure left over from the

big bang to collapse and to form small structures via Jeans instability2. On the other

hand, in the top-down approach, called hot DM paradigm, flat pancake-like sheets

fragment into smaller pieces. Observation of large scale structures strongly disagree

with the prediction of this approach obtained by N-body simulations [128], while

they coincide very well with the prediction of the bottom-up hierarchical model.

Therefore, baryonic as well as hot DM are strongly disfavoured.

• X-ray observation of hot gas: from the temperature and density profile of hot X-ray

emitting gas of large elliptical galaxies the overall mass distribution needed to bind

the hot gas can be determined, assuming of hydrostatic equilibrium. For M87 in the

Virgo cluster, e.g., the total mass out to 392 kpc is measured to be 5.7 • 1013Mq,
The mass of the hot gas is only 2.8 1012 M0 or 5% of the total mass and the visible

mass is expected to contribute with 1% [129]. Thus, the remaining 94% must be

non-baryonic DM.

The most precise measurements of the abundance of matter and dark energy result from

the satellite born detector WMAP [130], which probes the CMB (Figure 6.4). Of the 4%

baryonic matter only a few % are luminous, e.g. stars, hot gas, etc.. A large fraction of

it is dark, too, e.g. cold gas, brown dwarfs, etc.. Thus, one should distinguish between

visible and invisible baryonic matter (together 4%) and non-baryonic cold dark matter

(22%). A vacuum energy density or a cosmological constant, generically called dark energy,

contributes the remaining 74% to the total amount of energy in the universe. However,

the question concerning the nature of CDM and dark energy still remains unanswered.

Potential candidates for CDM are axions, sterile neutrinos and WIMPs (weakly interacting

massive particles), whereas, non of them exist in the SM. The axions are pseudo-Goldstonc

bosons, which arise by solving the strong CP-problcm. Through resonant conversion to

photons in magnetic fields they would be detectable, if they exist in our galaxy. Sterile

neutrinos may mix with ordinary SM neutrinos via a Dirac mass. If both contain also

Majorana masses the seesaw mechanism drives the ordinary neutrino mass down and

make the sterile neutrinos very heavy. These sterile neutrinos are not completely sterile

but the interaction with the left handed neutrinos is very small. The simplest model of

sterile neutrinos as the dark matter particle is ruled out since the upper mass limit from

their decays is lower than the lower limit from their effect on large scale structures [132].
The most promising candidates are WIMPs. Supersymmetric theories provide several such

candidates.

2The Jeans instability occurs when internal pressure is no longer strong enough to prevent gravitational

collapse of a region filled with matter.
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Figure 6.4: WMAP data reveal that the universe consist of 4% baryonic matter (atoms),
the building blocks of stars and planets, of 22% CDM and of 74% dark energy, which is

responsible for the present-day acceleration of the universal expansion [131]. Expressed in

terms of relic densities x the normalised Hubble constant squared, this leads to the sliown

numbers for the total (iltot), matter (Clm), cold dark matter (Qcdm), baryonic matter (ill)
and neutrino (f_,y) contributions.

6.2 Cold Dark Matter in SUSY

In R-parity conserving models sparticles can only be produced and annihilated in pairs

resulting in a stable lightest SUSY particle3 (LSP). The MSSM provides three possible
colourless and electrically neutral CDM candidates: sneutrinos, gravitinos and ncutralinos.

The sneutrinos can be excluded by the results of direct [133] and of indirect [134] searches.

The gravitino, which is the LSP in most GMSB models, is very difficult to exclude as a

candidate. In mSUGRA models (Chapter 1.4) the lightest neutralino x" is the LSP. The

further studies presented here concentrate on this scenario.

The relic density of a particle species X can be estimated with the Lee-Weinberg equa¬

tion [135] to:

.. .,
3-10-27cm3s"1

SIx ho ~ -,—-r ,

(av)x

with the thermal average of the total annihilation cross section times the velocity of the cor¬

responding particle in the denominator. The neutralino annihilation cross section contains

several different, channels (Figure 6.5) leading to a non-trivial parameter space dependence
of i1xh^. For example, the trilinear scalar coupling at the GUT scale, _40, plays a signif¬
icant role, since the masses and the couplings of the Higgs bosons and of the sfermions

depend on it through RGEs and mixing effects. The masses of the gluinos, of the first, two

squark generations and of the light scalar Higgs boson are nearly independent of Aq as

indicated in Figure 6.6. The third generation squark and leptons, as well as the heavier

neutral and the charged Higgs boson H, A and H±, respectively show a strong dependence
on _4n. The stau masses, e.g., depends quadratically on _4o. while the Higgs masses depend

JThis is one of the strongest, motivation to assume R-parity to be conserved.
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linearly as well as quadratically on Aq [136]. Since these particles appear in the neutralino

annihilation channels as virtual particles the annihilation cross section also depends on Aq.

XÎ

X?

/, w±, z,

J, A ) A2'

/, w±, z,...

f,w±,

f, w±,

Figure 6.5: Typical neutralino annihilation processes.
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Figure 6.6: Masses of the squarks, gluinos in (a) and of the Higgs bosons in (b) as func¬
tions of the trilinear scalar coupling Aq for the Snowmass benchmark point SPSlA [105]:
mQ = 100 GeV, rriy/2 = 250 GeV, tan/3 = 10, p > 0 and A0 varied within ±1 TeV.

Since the first two squark generations are almost mass degenerated, only m^ is shown as

a representative example.

Moreover, it is important to include all possible coannihilation processes (Figure 6.7)
between the LSP and the next heavier lightest sparticle, the NLSP. Without including
coannihilation processes the Snowmass benchmark point SPSIB [105] with Aq left free

within _t 1 TeV would be excluded (Figure 6.8). Including coannihilation processes results

in several allowed models for different Aq values. Thus, the annihilation cross section must
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be replaced by an effective cross section:

* (vuttv) = — ^(o-ij Vij) mrij,{0-a.nnV)
. „. .

77/

with n,j — number density of particle species Xij at thermal equilibrium and n — VJi ru

The relative particle velocity is given by v%3 ~

\ (Pi • Pj)2 — m2m2JEiEj with the par¬

ticle energies E%3 — p®j. The total cross section for annihilation into SM particles

(T.j = Ylx a(XiXj —> Xsm) contains annihilation processes where Xl}3 — Xy as wc"h as

coannihilation processes of the LSP X. — xï with the NLSP Xj.

Ty

- Z, 1, h

Figure 6.7: Typical neutralino coannihilation processes. The lightest stau is assumed to be

the NLSP in this example.

Through the dependence of the relic density on this effective cross section the experi¬
mental boundaries of the neutralino relic density can constrain the mSUGRA parameter

space.

6.3 Monte Carlo Generators

To evolve the mSUGRA input parameters at the GUT scale down to the electroweak scale

two different Monte Carlo programs are used:

• SuSpect 2.2 [137]: this Fortran program calculates the SUSY and Higgs particles

spectra within the different constrained scenarios mSUGRA, GMSB and AMSB

(Chapter 1.2.2). However, the spectra can also be derived for non-universal MSSM

scenarios with conserved R-parity and CP.

• ISAJET 7.69 [138]: this Monte Carlo event generator is mainly used for pp, pp and

e+e~ interactions at high energies. The included ISASUSY package calculates the

masses and the decay modes in the MSSM. The RGEs arc solved iteratively in the

constrained mSUGRA, GMSB or AMSB models. If the input parameters are chosen

at the electroweak scale, the calculations are performed in the MSSM framework

with some assumption concerning mass degenerations.

The two programs lead to slightly different mass spectra for the same set of input parame¬

ters, as the implementation of RGEs is not performed in exactly the same way. The mass
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Figure 6.8: The neutralino relic density Q,x Uq as a function of the trilinear scalar coupling
Aq calculated with (red dots) and without (blue circles) including coannihilation processes.

The input parameter are chosen according to the Snowmass point SPSIB (rno — 200 Ge V,

my/2 — 400 GeV, tan/? — 30 and p > 0) [105], The green shaded area shows the region
allowed by the WMAP data within 2a.

spectra agree within about 10% for models with mo and my/2 of the same order and not

too large tan/3. However, they can differ by a factor of two in the focus point region where

mo is large and m.y/2 relatively small.

The neutralino relic density is calculated with the program DarkSUSY 4.00 [139]. This

calculation includes the impact of resonances, pair production thresholds, coannihilation

processes and the bounds from accelerators. DarkSUSY also computes a large variety of

astrophysical signals from neutralino CDM annihilation.

6.4 Impact of A0 on the mSUGRA Parameter Space

Under the assumption that the CDM consists exclusively of neutralinos, the cosmologi¬
cal bounds on the CDM relic density imply strong constraints on the allowed mSUGRA

parameter space. For a vanishing trilinear scalar coupling at the GUT scale and fixed

tan/3 only narrow lines in the m0 - my/2 plane, the WMAP strips [140], fulfil the WMAP

constraints (Figure 6.9a). By varying _40 within ±4 TeV these lines extend to large areas

depending on the tan/3 values (Figure 6.9b). Most of these models range within the LHC

discovery reach for an integrated luminosity of 100 and 300 fb"1, respectively, indicated

by the brown lines in Figure 6.9b.
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are shown with the post WMAP benchmark points (A '... M') [140]. (b) Allowed m.odels

for Aq within ±4 TeV obtained with ISAJET. The black lines correspond to the WMAP

strips in the left plot. The brown lines indicate the LHC discovery reach for an integrated
luminosity of 100 fb~l and 300 fb~l, respectively [46].

In order to avoid colour and/or charge breaking (CCB) the trilinear scalar couplings at

the electroweak scale Attb,T have to be approximately constrained as [141]:

A2t < 3(m2Hu + m\ + m\

A < 3(777^ + 777?l + rnbH
A2. < S(m2H + 777

tR'

2 -

l+mfj (6.3)

The consequence of applying these constraints is shown in Figure 6.10 for tan/3 = 10. By
far the biggest effect originates from the cut on AT due to the light stau masses.

To avoid CCB these cuts are necessary but not sufficient, since the vacuum expectation
values of the squarks, the sleptons and the corresponding Higgs boson were assumed to be

equal, for simplicity. Moreover the bounds in (6.3) were derived from the tree level scalar

potential, while radiative corrections are expected to modify them. The scalar potential
may contain global CCB minima in addition to the local electroweak breaking minima.

As no CCB has been observed, the universe in its present state may be trapped in a local

electroweak breaking minimum. Since this metastable state may have a lifetime longer
than the age of the universe due to the small tunnelling probability into the global mini¬

mum [142], CCB cannot be excluded. Therefore, these cuts are not applied in the studies

described below.
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m.y/2 plane for tan/3 = 10 and p > 0 obtained

with ISAJET. The black lines correspond to the WMAP strip for A0 = 0 TeV. In (b) the

cuts defined in (6.3) have been applied.

The mSUGRA models which fulfil the WMAP constraints, lie for fixed values of Aq and

tan/3 on curves in the mo —

my/2 plane (Figure 6.11). Because of their smooth narrow

shape, they can be fitted by a polynomial of 2nd order:

rriQ
—

a + b •

my/2 + c '

mi/2 (6.4)

The parameters, obtained by using the MINUIT [143] routines, are given in the Tables 6.2

and 6.3 for tan/3 = 10 and 35 and Aq varied within ± 4 TeV.
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Figure 6.11: mSUGRA models which fulfil the WMAP constraints in the mo — rriy/2 plane
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both plots. The black lines are the fits given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. The ugaps
"
in the lines

originate from the chosen step size for mo
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The isolated points in the left plot in Figure 6.11 originate from unexpectedly large rriQ

values, for small rriy/2, which lead to Q^o values within the WMAP range. The sep¬

aration between the lines for different Ao values becomes larger with increasing tan/3.
For negative trilinear scalar couplings the shift in rno is larger than for positive values,
but always to higher mo values so that the minimal mo are obtained for vanishing Aq.

Thus, the main effect of varying Aq is a shift of the WMAP strips to higher mo values [144].

The dependence of the annihilation cross section on the trilinear scalar coupling leads

to an impact of Aq on the 7—ray flux coming from neutralino annihilations. The analysis
of this impact is the subject of the thesis of Luisa Sabrina Stark [145].

Ao a b c [lO"5] m1/; domain mo domain

-2 TeV 189 ± 4 -0.02 ± 0.01 11.3 ± 0.9 485-- 965 GeV 208- 285 GeV

-1.5 TeV 134 ± 2 0.034 ± 0.007 8.8
__

0.5 400-- 965 GeV 163- 249 GeV

-1 TeV 96 ± 1 0.045 ± 0.004 9.4 ± 0.3 260-- 954 GeV 117- 224 GeV

-0.5 TeV 47 ± 1 0.104 ± 0.003 6.6 ± 0.3 260-- 939 GeV 76- 203 GeV

OTeV 8 ± 1 0.171 ± 0.003 2.6 ± 0.2 260-- 964 GeV 51- 198 GeV

0.5 TeV 11 ± 1 0.157 ± 0.004 3.3 ± 0.3 340- 980 GeV 66- 198 GeV

1 TeV Oo it .& 0.081 ± 0.006 7.2 ± 0.4 390- 984 GeV 97- 203 GeV

1.5 TeV 105 ± 3 0.016 ± 0.009 9.7 ± 0.6 447- 980 GeV 132- 214 GeV

2 TeV 154 ± 4 -0.02 ± 0.01 10.3 ± 0.8 487- 960 GeV 168- 229 GeV

2.5 TeV 200 ± 6 -0.05 ± 0.02 10 ± 1 562 - 1000 GeV 208- 259 GeV

Table 6.2: Coefficients a, b and c of the parameterisation defined in equations (6.4) for

tan/3 = 10 and discrete values of Aq between -2 and 2.5 TeV. For larger or smaller

Aq values too few mSUGRA models survive the WMAP constraints to allow a reasonable

parameterisation. The last two columns contain the domains for rriyß andrriQ, respectively.

Aq a be [10 5] m,y/2 domain mo domain

-1.5 TeV 427 ± 5 0.19 ± 0.02 4 ± 1 356 - 799 GeV 499 - 600 GeV

-1 TeV 301 ± 2 0.190 ± 0.005 5.1 _t 0.4 281 - 995 GeV 358 - 540 GeV

-0.5 TeV 176 ± 1 0.219 ± 0.004 5.4 ± 0.3 245 - 1000 GeV 231 - 448 GeV

0 TeV 88 ± 1 0.251 ± 0.003 4.7 ± 0.2 245 - 1000 GeV 151 - 388 GeV

0.5 TeV 138 ± 1 0.139 _t 0.004 9.7 ± 0.3 311 - 1000 GeV 191 - 373 GeV

1 TeV 282 ± 2 0.001 ± 0.007 13.1 ± 0.5 376 - 995 GeV 302 - 413 GeV

1.5 TeV 432 ± 3 -0.058 ± 0.009 12.2 ± 0.6 391 - 985 GeV 428 - 494 GeV

2 TeV 577 ± 5 -0.08
__

0.01 10.3 ± 1.0 517 - 980 GeV 565 - 600 GeV

Table 6.3: Same as in Table 6.2, but for tan/3 — 35 and Ao within -1.5 and 2 TeV.
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6.5 Summary

The relic density of neutralino CDM develops a strong dependence on Aq, the trilinear

scalar couplings at the GUT scale, through the masses and the couplings of the sparticles.
The WMAP data constrains the CDM relic density to lie within Qqdm h2ü = OT^Ol^g.
Applying these limits on the relic density calculated for mSUGRA models leads to a

significant reduction of the allowed mSUGRA parameter space, strongly depending on ^4o-
For fixed values of Aq and tan ß the allowed regions can be parameterised by lines in the

rriQ — rriy/2 plane, as done for Ao = 0 TeV. The main effect of a non-vanishing Aq value is

a shift of these lines to higher mo values.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The NLO SUSY-QCD corrections to associated neutral MSSM Higgs production with

heavy quarks have been calculated for e+e~ and hadron collisions.

For the leptonic initial state the cross sections and relative corrections are exemplary
shown for a linear e+e~ collider with a center of mass energy of 1 TeV.

For the Att final state in e+e~ collisions the LO cross section is of O(10-2 fb) below

m-A ^ 350 GeV. For the heavy scalar Higgs production with top quarks the LO cross

section decreases from 0(1 fb) at mh ^ 100 GeV down to O(10_1 fb) at mn ^ 350 GeV.

At the tt threshold the cross sections increase rapidly to a level of 1 fb due to the resonant

H/A —> tt in the pair production channel. This dominant channel closes kinematically
at 1714 ^ 450 GeV, hence the cross sections in this region drop down. The cross section

of the light scalar Higgs boson production is of 0(1 fb) in the whole mass range. The

NLO SUSY-QCD corrections contribute with about 10—20% for all three neutral Higgs
bosons [113]. The previously obtained pure NLO QCD corrections are, apart from the

Coulomb singularity around the top threshold, of similar magnitude [104]. Strongly de¬

pending on the scenario cancellation or constructive interference between the QCD and

SUSY-QCD corrections occurs. Therefore, it is important to include both corrections in

future analysis of these processes at linear e+e~ colliders.

At large values of tan/3, associated Higgs production with bottom quarks in e+e~ collisions

provides a possibility to measure tan/3. The LO cross sections are of (9(10 ft), apart from

Higgs masses near the mass bounds of the scalar Higgs bosons. At rriA <. 450 GeV they

rapidly decrease due to the kinematical closure of the dominant pair production channel.

In the past it has been demonstrated that the bulk of the pure QCD corrections can bo

absorbed in the running bottom Yukawa couplings, defined at the scale of the correspond¬

ing Higgs momentum flows. The running bottom Yukawa couplings are therefore used

in the whole calculation. The remaining NLO QCD corrections are of O(20%), almost

independent of the corresponding Higgs mass [104]. It is shown that the SUSY-QCD
corrections are dominated by the non-decoupling A;, terms. Those can be absorbed and

resummed in the corresponding bottom Yukawa couplings. This absorption reduces the

SUSY-QCD corrections from more than 40% to less than 20%. The QCD and SUSY-QCD
corrections are of the same order of magnitude and both should be included in studies of
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these processes at a future ILC.

The numerical results for associated Higgs production with heavy quarks in hadronic

collisions are evaluated for the top quark final state at the LHC and for the bottom quark
final state at LHC and Tevatron.

At the LHC the LO cross section for associated light scalar Higgs production with top

quarks is of C(102 fb) in the whole mass range. For the heavy scalar it decreases from

O(102fb) at mH *» 100 GeV down to (^(lO-1 fb) at mH f» 500 GeV, completely domi¬

nated by the gluonic initial state, as expected. The NLO SUSY-QCD corrections range

within 20-30% and are of the similar magnitude as the NLO QCD corrections [65]. The

LO cross section for the Att final states is of 0(1 fb) in the whole mass range below 500

GeV, and the NLO QCD and SUSY-QCD corrections contribute each with about 20-30%.

For associated light scalar Higgs production with bottom quarks the LO cross section is

of C(105 fb) at the LHC. For the heavy scalar and the pseudoscalar Higgs boson the cross

sections decrease from O(105 fb) at mA « 100 GeV to O(103 fb) at mA « 500 GeV. The LO

cross sections at the Tevatron range about two order of magnitude below the corresponding
LHC values. At both colliders they are completely dominated by the gluonic initial state.

One may naively expect the qq initial state to dominate for a pp collider as the Tevatron,
but at these energies the gluonic densities for proton and antiproton are larger than the

corresponding densities for quarks and antiquark, respectively. The NLO SUSY-QCD cor¬

rections are of 0(50%) for both colliders and the leading contributions can be absorbed

by resummation of the bottom Yukawa coupling as for e+e- colliders. The bulk of the

NLO QCD corrections can be absorbed by the running bottom Yukawa couplings. The

remaining QCD corrections vary within 10—80% for the LHC, while they contribute with

60-130% at the Tevatron. Therefore, the NLO QCD [86] and SUSY-QCD [115] correc¬

tions are of comparable magnitude and it is important to consider both in further analysis.

The R-parity conserving mSUGRA models provide a promising CDM candidate: the

lightest neutralino. The CDM relic density depends on the effective annihilation cross

section, which consists of annihilation as well as coannihilation processes of the CDM and

the next heavier particles. Among other parameters, the trilinear scalar coupling at the

GUT scale, Aq, affects these cross sections through the masses and the couplings of the

involved particles. Assuming a vanishing _40, only mSUGRA models lying on narrow strips
in the mo ~

my/2 plane (for fixed tan/3 values) lead to a relic density within the WMAP

constraints. It is shown, that a variation of this coupling within ± a few TeVs significantly
affects the allowed mSUGRA parameter space [144]. Since the allowed models for fixed

values of Aq and tan/3 still lie on lines in the rriQ — rny/2 plane they can be fitted by second

order polynomials. The main effect of a non-vanishing Aq value is a shift of these lines to

higher mo values.
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Feynman Rules

Propagators with:

• spinor indices: a,ß... for fermions,

• colour indices: i,j... for quarks and squarks and a, b... for gluons and gluinos,

• Lorentz indices: p,v ... for vector bosons,

• squark indices: x, y ...
— 1, 2 or L, R.
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Strong interaction vertices:
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Higgs couplings with the coefficients gtz and gf A,
which are defined in Chapter 1.3.4 in

Table 1.4 and Table 1.6.
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Appendix B

Scalar One-Loop Integrals

A complete discussion about scalar one-loop integrals can be found in [146] and a summary
of tensor reduction and results in [147],

P\

i — 1, . . . ,77 — 1,
n

ko = kn = ^T,pi = 0,

l=i

i

ki = ^2 pi,

i=i

d% = (k + ki)2 -m2 + 0i

P2'
'

Pz

The one-loop tensorc n-point integrals have the general form:

Tn, IH...ßj (p! ? .... p^ ; mo, ...,mn„y) = p2e
dDk k^--- W>

(2n)D d0dy d2 ... dn-y

with n - (1,2,3,4,5,... ) = (A, B, C,D,E,... ).

The tensor decomposition in Lorentz-covariant structures leads to:

A'1 = 0, A"" - g'^Aoo,

j=i j,fc=i

j=l j,k,l=l

T
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The following notations are use:

a =

r(l + g) /47r/_

(47r)2 \ m2

2\ £

with
T(1 + e)

(47r)e = - -

7z? + log(4?r) == AUV

a±
p2 + m2 - m2, / (p2 -\-m2-

m2

2(p2 + is)

? \ r. i

2

2(p2 + is)

7/7 T

j?2 — ie
'

p = i-2, ß = x/î^itp, xh
=1+ß

m 1-/3

- + 1 + 0(s)
s

The scalar 1-point-integrales are result in:

_40(mi) = iCem\

MO) - 0.

The scalar 2-point-integrales for general and equal masses reads as:

Bo(p;m\,m2) ~ iCc - + 2 + a+log f 1 - — ) + a_ log f 1
s \ a_)_ / \ ot-

-mSj+w

B0(p;my,my) = iCe

m.

l
+ 2-ßlog(-xb) + ö(s)

s

The partial derivative with respect to p2 of scalar 2-point-integrale is given by:

'(a+ - a+2) log(l - l/a+) - (a_ - c._2) log(l - l/a_B'0(p;mi,m2) = iC£
p2(a.+ — a_

4+w
p_

For higher number of propagators no short analytical results for general energies and

masses exist.
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